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Chapter I-
.g. JjLJr .^JJJ~:!y*..sr~. Sf.-^.S?. ..SfJ~k* 
Ae The electrostatic probe 
In his pioneer work on ionized gases9 Langmuir 
(JJ developed the electrostatic probe as a useful diagnostic 
tool® The probe is a small metallic electrode biased with 
respect to the electric potential of the surrounding 
plasma by means of external circuitry® The current it 
collects as a function of the voltage applied can provide 
information on the local state of the plasma (electron 
and ion density and temperatures and plasma potential)® 
The local character of the measurement and its experimental 
simplicity are advantages not present in most other plasma 
diagnostic techniques* However* except for the special 
conditions for which it was first proposed* the theory is 
rather complicated® 
The theory of electrostatic (or Langmuir) probes 
seeks to predict the size and shape of the probe charac-
teristic or I - V diagram (the relation between 
collected current and collecting voltage)„ and its 
dependence on the parameters IL^ ILs-T* and ?_« An 
experimental registration of the actual diagram then 
allows calculation of the values of the aforementioned 
plasma parameters® What makes the problem difficult and 
interesting is its boundary-layer character In the body 
of the plasma quasineutrality exists but near boundaries$ 
such as that., of the probe* large differences in charge 
appear* 
In,the -absence of an external magnetic field 
B*9 the characteristic has the qualitative behavior of 
Piga 1« V is the space potential (the local value of 
plasma potential)* Por' V_ » V0 only electrons are 
p s 
collected; moreover if the Debye length,. Ajj , 9 is much 
eaialier than the probe radius8 Rs an eleetron saturation 
current Ie is reached* If in addition^ T* «ir Tat the 
saturation is reached almost.immediately beyond ?
 9 
Dn the other hand if Ap Is comparable to S» no saturation 
appears* 
The b-region is called the transition region| 
electrons are repelled hj the probe but because their 
thermal velocity is much larger than that of ions the 
current is still negative» As v, decreases in value, 
•"• ' p 
a potential v« is reached for which the net current to 
the probe is zero* ?« is called the floating potential 
because it is identical to the terminal voltage of an 
3 
flgo t» The probe characteristic for B 0* 
4 
electrically isolated collector Finallyj, for V 
sufficiently negative with respect to V„9 an ion 
saturation region is reached (o-region)o 
A rough idea of the relation of plasma parameters 
to the I - V '' diagram features is as follows % 1„ is P " 
Met ; proportional to. Nffl -—— : (k = Boltzmam constant3 
m. = electron mass)? Ia is proportional to N —-—I j 
and in the transition region ml is linear in V
 8 the 
slope being inversely proportional to T , if the electrons 
have a Maxwellian distributions In other cases its form 
Oclxl § X v Q XHX OX^IECIXJX OH l u T)xl@ d l p l S r i DU uXOH X wixLQ w>X OH XT>B © XX © 
?_ is normally interpreted as the "bend" between a and b 
i(if A ^ « R ) ; it is explicitly determined by extrapolating 
parts a and b of the characteristic to an intersection 
When a magnetic field Is present (B •# 0), the 
I ~ V diagram has less definite features; indeed they 
are difficult to define0 The most relevant and confirmed 
are a decrease in I and a.degradation of the saturation 
character of the electron current at large ? (figo 2)» 
In section B' we discuss previous theories for 
both cases (B - 09 B # 0); in Section 0 we discuss the 
assumptions used to define clearly the problem which is 
mathematically formulated in Section D0 
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6 
Chapter II describes the mathematical method of 
attacking the problems the kinetic equations are made 
nondimensional and the asymptotic expansion method is 
established* 
In Chapter HI we obtain and discuss the general 
characteristics of the solution.. Chapter IV considers 
the construction of the I - V diagram and the numerical 
p ° 
results are presented and discussed* Finally in Chapter V 
the extension of the method to other situations is consi-
dered and a resume of conclusions is given*, 
B* Survey of literature 
Bl. Theories for no magnetic field 
Probe theory has been developed primarily for 
plasmas without magnetic fields« Plasmas without magnetic 
fields can be classified according to their plasma density 
(see 2 and 0h« II - Sect*. B); dilute, continuum and 
dense plasmas. Continuum, fully-ionized plasmas are not 
possible„ 
The old theory of Langmuir is concerned with 
dilute plasmas.* They are characterized by having both 
Ao and E much smaller than the mean free path9 A <-
The treatment is then purely collisionlesso Langmuir 
[3] demonstrated that in many oases the region In which 
7 
ion and electron densities can differ is confined to a 
very thin "sheath"9 and quasineutrality exists outside 
it; moreover, the electric field is concentrated inside 
the sheatho This is the case if Ap <£ R® He also proved 
that electron or ion collection saturates for large values 
of |vp|. 
When AD ^  R$> no saturation appears [Vfs in 
the limit A $ ^ R, I grows linearly with V for a 
% 
spherical probe and as V for a cylinder., For most 
ir 
plasmas of interest* Ap <C Ra 
In 19499 Bohm £_5} proved that Langmuir"s theory 
is inadequate for ion collection when T. <U T (in 
general for the collection of the colder species)» This 
inequality is satisfied in many gas discharges in which 
ion collection must be used because the large electron 
currents seriously perturb the plasma0 More over, when 
!L <& T the simple orbital analysis of Langmuir is also 
inadequate because the electric field is not completely 
confined to the sheath and an absorption radius appears0 
In briefs Langmuiras original theory is correct for 
collection of the hotter species of a plasma whose 
temperature ratio •*-» ; is very far from unity9 Thens 
, e ' 
saturation of the hotter species is reached almost 
immediately beyond V~» 
s 
8 
Bohm's criterion stated that for T* 4£ Te and 
ion collection^, the ions had to enter the sheath with a 
drift velocity much larger than their thermal velocity; 
therefore, not all of the electric field imposed by the 
probe is confined to the sheathe As a results the ion 
distribution function is unknown at the sheath edgee 
Allen et ale {6] attacked this problem in the 
Ti •.
 r T 
limit of ~~-»• oe Berstein and Eabinowitz 17 J considered 
e 
the case of finite ion temperatures in both works Poisson8s 
equation had to be solved? "the collected current depends 
on the potential field while In Langmuir's theory does noto 
The method used in [7] was a solution of the 
Vlasov eq,ejl giving the ion distribution function as a 
function of the constants of the motion* For highly 
symmetrical geometries (spherical and cylindrical probes) 
these constants are as many as the velocity coordinates© 
The density can be found by integration over the range 
of variation of these constants of the motion^ , eliminating 
explicit trajectory calculations <» Results were given for 
monoenergetic ions* but are, of difficult use© 
Lam [8]$, using the same theory9 made an 
asymptotic analysis in the limit R -*" 0 a,n^ monoenergetic 
ions© Bienkowski [9] presented some corrections* 
At present^ , a complete treatment, of the dilute 
plasma exists for the whole I » V diagram., and arbitrary 
ratt„..o* > and £ .
 tefranboiSe [,p].aSTCry 
e 
recently used the method of Bernstein and Rabinowitz to 
treat plasmas with Maxwellian distribution functions at 
infinitya These important calculations will prove useful 
In our problem, (see Chapter IV, Sections A and B)« 
The probe theory of continuum plasmas is* while 
less complete*,.satisfactory* The two basic papers are by 
Su and lam [11] and Cohen [12] « In a continuum plasmas, 
A « \» and A « S « In [11] the limit -*?£>•=#• 0 was taken? 
more over, either ?=— or the probe potential was allowed 
to go to infinity^ Only the leading behavior, was'founds 
Cohen also used the limit -ip, _> os but both 
the temperature ratio and probe potential were arbitrary0 
First order corrections were found® 
In both studies the plasmas were weakly ionized 
(in a classical^ fully ionised plasma Ap^A always)® 
Mobility and diffusion coefficients were then constants 
and transport macroscopic equations were used up to the 
probe surface« ^ *^  
(*)Su and Sonin [13} extended the results to not so weafcly 
ionized plasmas* 
10 
The intermediate type of plasma^ which we term 
a "dense" plasma^ satisfies the inequalities kp <$£ A * Re 
No satisfactory theory exists at present for this case 
or for the more general case characterized by the mean 
free path being, neither the shortest nor the longest length 
relevant to the problem® Davydov and Zmanovskaja [1 4J, 
Boyd [15]» Ecker et al„ [l'6j and Waymouth [l7Js> have all 
attempted some, kind of ad hoc matching between the 
collision-dominated and collision-free regions® 
Attempts to use kinetic theory were made by Su 
et ala [2] and Ohou et al, \ [1 8 J, The first investigation 
by Su used the( two-sided distribution function method of 
lees fl 9j 9 Inl [1 8J, an unsuccessful attempt was made to 
use the kinetic eqs«, directlye 
B29 Theories for non-zero,magnetic fields 
Contrary to the enormous body of literature In 
the aforementibied problems? very few papers have been 
published on probe theory when a magnetic field is present® 
Three-basic difficulties .separate this problem 
from those discussed above* Firsts, the presence of IT 
introduces an an3so,;rophy in space, l»e« the situation is 
at least two-dimensionalj partial differential equations 
substitute throughout for ordinary differential equations® 
Second^ because only collisions produce diffusion across Bg 
11 
the problems, while not being collision-dominated (except 
for the uninteresting continuum caee)^ is not eollisionlesso 
She essential difficulty arises in the appearance of 
various regions where equations of different character 
have to be usedo Finally9 for highly»ionized gases9 the 
spatial variation in density produces spatial changes in 
the transport coefficients,* 
No previously-published theories have satis-
factorily treated the electrostatic probe.problem with a 
p 1 r i 
magnetic fields Spivak and Reichrudel [20J, Bickerton [21J 
and Nobata [22J considered plane probes parallel to B 
and infinite in extent so as to avoid the two-dimensional 
difficulty» However9 the balance of fluxes across and 
along the field is of fundamental importance as we shall 
seee Any real,finite probe will differ in essential ways 
from an infinite one9 -Moreover,? all these authors had to 
assume some ill«defined sheath edge where.the density was 
certainly different from the value in the unperturbed 
plasmao There, the distribution function was assumed and 
an integration (taking into account the orbiting electrons) 
was made to obtain the flux to the probe & 
Two other approaches existo Bertotti [23] 
considered collection along U and averages of the 
various magnitudes over the probe cross section.* Thus he 
reduces the problem to a one •"dimensional one«, An unspecified 
12 
anomalous diffusion process is introduced and in this way 
a phenomenological Integra-differential equation is found 
and solved numericallye The results are in clear contra-
diction with all available experimental results*. 
Bohm [5] has developed the most satisfactory 
analysis of the present problem,, He finds in agreement 
with experiments a decrease in the collected current whose 
order of magnitude will be confirmed in the present study« 
He observed also the depletion of the plasma near the 
probe and the insensibility of the results to the shape 
of the probe along B°e 
Basically he: established a balance between 
transverse and longitudinal fluxes using macroscopic 
equations from the beginning© However$ a number of 
important defects are pre sent <> Firsts he assumed a probe 
potential such which does hot affect the electrons at all 
while the ions are completely repelledo This requires 
T4 <^z 3L« Second., the result found does not depend on 1 e • • 
Y so that one does not know to which value of V^ the 
P • ' p 
theory corresponds*! Thirds, the diffusion equation is 
assumed to be valid up to d vaguely«defined distance 
Scorn, the probes1 one mean free path along B" and one electron 
Larmor radius across §"<> Fourth^ the density is assumed 
constant on this Imaginary surface., More overs,' he considered 
only weakly ionized gases* Sugawari, L24J has published 
15 
an erroneous correction to Bohm's result« 
In closing this review*, it should be pointed 
out that all previous trea-tmente including magnetic fields 
have considered only isolated parts of the I ~ V diagram® 
P 
General reviews of probe theory are given in [25]« 
0*. Statement and discussion of assumptions 
01
 8 Introduction 
Two shapes of probes will be considered simul-
taneouslys a thin disc of radius B, and a thin strip 
of width 2R and infinitely long! both in a plane 
perpendicular to 1L They give rise to axisymmetrlc and 
two-dimensional problems respectivelyQ Normally a sphere 
and a cylinder are chosen for B sp 0^  here they do not 
present any advantages due to their high symmetry because 
the magnetic f^ ieid does not allow solutions which depend 
only on the radial distances As we shall see9 however9 
most of the I'« V diagram is not sensitive to the probe 
dimension parallel to B*"e 
The .plasma to be considered has a negligible 
concentration .'of neutrals
 9 one ion species with charge 
+Zj,e9 and is in a steadys quiescent state„ It is a 
classical plasma in the sense that NBS, the number of 
particles in a Debye sphere is very large0 Although 
Np. grows with T and is inversely proportional to Nra s 
14 
i t "ttiere i s a l imi t for high temperatures because the 
thermal De Broglie wave length decreases as I 1 while 
the c l a s s i c a l distance of c loses t approach or landau 
lengths A-j. = p r - * decreases as T » As a rough l imi t 
~~
 e
 S* 
we require T <10 °K« This a lso allows the exclusion 
of relativistlc effects* Finally, because of the low-
temperature type of plasma^ no radiative or inelastic 
interactions are considered* 
The ions and electrons are then described by 
appropriate kinetic equations with pure Coulomb inter» 
action under a strong* uniform IT* Maxwell*s equations 
reduce to Polsson's equation because? a) the problem is 
steady; and b) currents produce a negligible additional 
magnetic field* This is consistent also with the low-
temperature plasmas considered^ but we shall check it 
in Qilo lie 
The probe normally is cold with respect to the 
plasma^ and it, acts as a sink for all particless We 
shall assume it to be periectiy absorbing® 
02» The kinetic equations 
It remains to specify the equations satisfied 
by the electron and ion distribution functions fe9Px6 
A homogeneous* isolated gas with widely separated collision 
15 
and relaxation scales has a Bolt zmann»° like eg,© describing 
its approach to equilibrium in phase space t 
The second member of (1«1) is the collision 
operator acting on P| it is nonlinear and its form depends 
on the type of: gas* For a classical plasma (1™ » 1) it 
is given by the Balescu »Lenard (B»L) collision operator 
[26J 9 [27J e Recent improvements (*) by Hubbard [28/
 9 
Prieman and Book f29|
 9 Weinstook f30f 9 Kihara and Aono 
[31J and Guernsey [32] . do not seem to alter any result 
signifleantly6; In fact the older Fokker™Planck (F»P) 
equation also gives very similar results® 
A simple analysis (see Appe B) shows that for a 
plasma the mean free path9 A 9 can be expressed as 
D being a non-dimensional numbere Sinoe Ohandra,sekhar8s 
[33] and Spit2;erBs [34] papers9 it is known that b is 
not a constant^ and a more exact expression is 
(*) All of them remove the divergence present in the 
B~L model for very short interaction distances,* 
16 
Noo AI tin Ju 
where b is approximately «—— and may be as large as 
1 1 
~ or as small as ^ ~ , depending upon the process 
consideredo (One exception is the mean free path for 
energy interchange between ions and electrons, where 
. ) • 
This leads immediately to (see Appendix B) 
•-></ — | 
The collision and relaxation times9 which are found by 
dividing X_ and A respectively by an average velocity9 
are thus widely separated as required„ 
When, inhomogeneities and external fields are 
present and they are weak enough^ (1«1 ) can still be used© 
This is accomplished by adding a lionville-type operator 
to gr which Is simply•the divergence of the particle 
flux in phase-space produced by these external pertur-
bations in the absence of particle interactionse This 
means that both effects are added linearly* The complete 
17 
equation is (*) 
9fc *3f ^ir fit - l1 «2) 
where r%w are vector coordinates of space and velocity 
and "a is the acceleration caused by the external fieldse 
When fields or inhomogeneities are not weak the 
description of the problem is much more involvedo The 
collision operator is neither local nor instantaneous 
and involves the fields® it should be emphasized that 
the criterion of "weakness" requires the collision time 
V 
—jy- ( 0 being an average velocity) to be much smaller 
than t 9 the characteristic time of the fieldi or 
XT^/K 4i 1 * K being the wave-number of inhomogeneitleso 
In writing an equation like (1<>2) for a plasma9 A-Q is 
the critical length for determining the applicability of 
the Boltzmann»iike equation and ,the magnitudes of the 
ratios y^Jl » • y K d o not "matter as long as \ D 4£ A' <> 
This is frequently overlookedo Of courses for the solution 
of (1e2) itselfs the relative s: 
important© (See Severne I35] ). 
izes of A and K are 
(#) When coordinates other than cartesian are used9 care 
must be taken when passing from momentum to velocity 
GOordinates« Appendix A develops the left hand side of 
(1a2) for such-a oase0 
In the present problem^, inhomogeneities and 
electric and magnetic fields exists We state now? 
a) Whenever the specific form of •*•£- ^-s 
considered as we proceed with the problem in Chapter III, 
'D 
-1 it will be easily seen that K » A-n so "bi^ "fe&e local 
gradients are in this sense weak*, 
b) Similarly for the electric fields, $» it 
can be demonstrated that 
Z ^.JLL_L «'/Lafi- ra to® (plasma frequency) 
or (U3) 
_ ? X < J ^ , or , |f)« A/n'ClcTe)71 
L AJ> 
where Z is a measure of the relative strength of the 
external electric fields (The momentum of the ions is 
much larger, in general, than that of electrons a, and thus 
the electrons are more critical for thepresent criterion)*. 
In general.* for both a) and b) it can. be 
observed that since A-n ^> A » £"id since «x4— is 
proportional to A when properly normalized^ the 
collision operator is not an important term except when 
gradients in the local field are^ inthis sense9 very weafeo 
We conclude thatJ as far as inhomogeneities and 
the electric field are concerned* jsr will not involve 
t.ij >* .iiiiij -J„:J : L :.i.^i_ uke use of the local B-L expression 
19 
them© fhis justifies the use of the local B-L expression 
for the collision operator© 
c) The magnetic field is much more critical 
in this problem® The electron termor radiusa £e9 
characterizes the strength of S*§. where 
f ~ ^ % ^e c 
e
 "IFF" 
4 » kp 
we reach the same conclusions as in a) and b) above© 
Howevert if the case 
is to be consideredj, a modified B-L operator has to be 
usede This will now be discuesed in some details 
Firstg, throughout a large part of the development 
ST? to be given in" Chapter III only the magnitude of 4§° Is 
required* As shown in Appendix B the B»L model does not 
modify the results for the F°=P equation0 We now show that 
under the condition iQ^ \ , ** » a n d irrespective of the 
value of lB/^r\» these results are not modified in order 
of magnitude by the presence of the magnetic ;field® 
(*) For B = 10*'Gauss, and T & 2.3 x 1O3 °K9 £ *& 10"*cm 
and XT,^ ''•O cml because [ grows and AT^ decreases as 
T increasesj, a plasma rarely exists not satisfying this 
condition^ 
20 
Belyaev [36] , as far as the author knows9 was 
the first to take the presence of a strong? 
magnetic field into account in the collision operator* 
He used Bogoliubov's theory |37j and a weak interaction 
(F-P) approximation, A basic result9 contradicting an 
older analysis by Id.fsh.it3, was that no change of order 
of magnitude appeared in the relaxation times,* Belyaev 
and also- silinJf[38] suggested the substitution of 
£ for \j* as screening distance when f <zc \ ^ 
Rostoker and Rosenbluth [39] again made clear that if 
A D 4: ie (and' K~ » f Q ) 9 IT does not modify the collision 
operator,. If
 c I '« \~ the screening distance seemed 
to be between iQ and AT)« Finally Rostoker [4GJ 9 • 
Sundaresan and Wu [41] , and Haggerty and Sobrino [42] 
derived a modified B-L collision operator which included 
a magnetic field© 
It was shown in [4t] and [42] that
 9 for B-*-«o 9 
no interchange of energy is possible between motions along 
and across B (therefore,the relaxation times for. some 
processes appear tq become infinite)© 
Ho contradiction ; exists between |36j and these 
results* As seen in [43] (see Ohe 9S Eq0 9*29o) the 
limit B~^m is handled by letting the variable 
21 
, ?± ; " V j . 
vanish ( ——, =r ~^ . Is the Larmor radius of a particle 
mw w 
and KA Is the transverse wave number of Interaction,)0 
But if f > AT? a^ considered by Belyaiav realistically9 
there is a long range of Kj. for whioh I is not small,, 
iee^ s, for which 
even if £ 4L^ AT)" I n ^ao* a Qoulomb interaction with a 
cutoff at A T '-has an effective collision length only 
tn A longer than a Coulomb interaction out at A^En-A 
being relatively large ( £n«A = 0(10))o for, i <C )u 
but f ^ A T ) the factor LnA,(f) would be between 1 
and fnA.(AD).s) the order of magnitude of \ changing by 
a factor of 2 or perhaps 3« 
Second;, when an explicit form of the collision 
term has to be used9 the influence of B has to and will 
be considered©'' This is done in Appendix E0 
03* The steady character of the problem 
How we make clear a final assumption! this is 
that we can write in (1*2) : 
While this is legitimate because the plasma is 
assumed to be in a steady state and the measurement is 
made in scales of time clearly much larger than any process 
of interest in the plasma (even for a fast "-sweeping voltage 
source (*))9 it implies the existence of a steady state* 
There are two"possible ways in which this is not 
true| first9 if the electric field is large enough to 
produce runaway effects £44j6 It is known that this 
condition is much more critical than (1»3)l it can be 
expressed as 
} " " | ??!,«. ZTT NU € 
The strongest gradients will appear perpendicular to B9 
but "3" inhibits any runaway of electrons., Along S" the 
field will be very wealc except in a relatively short region* 
An acceleration is needed over logger distances, to produce 
runaway electrons and this does not seem to happen heree 
Second* even if the plasma appears macroscopicg-lly 
steady* the distribution function itself may not be soe 
In fact* writing srr = 0 implies that anomalous diffusion 
is unimportant;? diffusion being produced only by pollitions0 
Anomalous diffusion is due to turbulent behavior in k 
(*) One can excite oscillations in the plasma by oscil™ 
lating a probe at high frequencies^, however* 
microscopic scale (for F) or a macroscopic scale (for the 
moments of F)o As the Navier-Stolces equations of Fluid 
Mechanics are understood to contain the phenomena of 
turbulence and. there is no need to revert to molecular 
i 
theory to explain themf one expects that the B~L equation 
is still validp But the difficulty of turbulence stems 
from a non-steady behavior around an average steady state 
in the presence of steady boundary conditions* 
If one retains ~r . no information, is available 
to regulate this fluctuating^ non«-evolutive time dependencee 
On the other hand9 if one averages over some period of time 
/ tlF I large enough so that | *4rj = 0 9 the non-linear term with 
the macroscopic self"consistent field and the non-linear 
collision operator have an unknown form6 The only possible 
way out is some consistent analysis of the spectrum of 
t" 
fluctuation (see [45J ) e 
-,- win 
The validity of the assumption • ar = 0 has 
created much controversy in the pasta Neve r the less., it 
can be said roughly that hot plasmas„ certain far~from~ 
equilibrium low-temperature ,plasm§,s9 and gas discharges 
(where even maproscopic fluctuations are observed) obey 
anomalous diffusion? while decaying plasmas and quiescent9 
thermal^ al&ali plasms,.,,aa.am to obey classical diffusions 
See reviews by Hon [46 J» Robertson and Pardo [47J « 
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D«» Resume8 
Under the above conditions the following 
equations explicitly describe the problem to be considered^ 
. vfc-^+ we a- + 4, - ^ 1 - + s, 1VLS-
lw^ az ^  w? af ^ 3z awt ^e a | ^ 
* 4 1 - \ 1 F « - ^ - --(44) 
WJ 3>2 S <&£ Vi» ^ B > /wij ^z S^ 
f Wfjf r - ^ (15) 
r . [ (1.7) 
The left hand side of (1«4) and (1o5) are 
derived in Appendix A0 For s = 1 (axlsymmetrlc problem) 
the coordinates are (Zt>£9ty) (z9v9tp)9 (Fig« 3)« lor the 
strip9 (s = 0) ? we have (z,9f9f ) (zpX^yK (Flg» .4), 
It will sometimes be convenient to .-use, instead 
of ^s9Wpg the; quantities W A J H where 
^s'\^c«swy • w^ = wi.st% u» (1.8) 
(The magnetic field is along z<-a$iS{, i.e., WJJm W« )« 
Then one has the identity 
The boundary conditions for lq,e (1*4) » (1*'7) 
(mo) 
Y = 
suoLiUii 
J 5 fZ- + 
V 
P 
Y = 
f J —f 
on 
0 
©9 
^i i© probe 
Space potential is taken here as origin of V so that 
Y„ = 0 corresponds to v of Fig* 1; and fe and F are p s / 
known quantities for f->oo
 e In particular 
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Fig* 3* Disc? nomenclature for physical and velocity 
space coordinates« 
Fig* 4# Strips nomenclature for physical and velocity 
space coordinates* 
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: l lm I 4 = & 
' * * -
 f • d , i i ) 
c J a X U i £ fry «B ,K y&>?V i™ f^ i*^^ft**>-*>^ 
J **" °'V ^ 
lim jpji- w F W -a * 7 s Mi 
Although we shall s^udy the.•distribution functions 
e i P % P % we are most interested in the currents to the probe 
Xg (V» h I^ ( ?•»)$>'so that we d4 mot even need the detailed 
spatial variation V(r),N.(r) |L (r)a ;However, it is 
necessary to know, partially at least, the behavior of 
J? $1 uu XXxlQ, x ^ gt X4 ^ • y 
We shall consider,the different regions of the 
characteristic^in Oh* !?• An important by-product of thl,s 
study will "be the determination of the region disturbed 
"by the probe and the dependence of the disturbed region 
on the different parameters that appear in the problem© 
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Chapter II 
Mathematical Formulation 
A» Non-dimensional equations 
In order to obtain significant non-dimensional 
equationss we now define non-dimensional dependent 
variables which are of order of tthity over some region 
of physical space* However* we h|ve two different sets 
of independent'variables! (z$^9f)$ (w JW^JW^),, Because 
the analysis in (z9?.9^ ) will prove to be rather complicated 
it is convenient to avoid considering the infinite range 
of 1? when making an analysis of orders of magnitude© 
We assume
 s therefores that the, high-energy tails of Fe 9fx 
do not produce'any special effects (e<,gos, the way landau 
damping or runaway electrons appear in other ;problems)«. 
This assumption is strongly justified on the basis that 
the electric field imposed by the probe is the cause of 
the perturbations existing and the. field is governed by 
Poisson's equation which is-sensitive only to the densltleso 
This allows us to restrict the consideration 
of characteristic magnitudes to the space coordinates.. 
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(As we shall see9 there are five Important lengths in 
the problem)» We defines 
(2.1 ) 
4> = -^ r / -2- = ? / • (2.2) 
where 
a. 
Oombining the above definitiens with (1»4) 
(1.11) we have the following set of equations g 
-/s&-±£/fS=JLl£(2.3) 
-/i4+±)lJpL-1 If'(2.4) 
^ m e „ m i (2.5) 
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where 
K l
€ 
B — JL (2 .6) 
Af 
-jR\r
 s ML, m'= ff> l V = Mr 
Ny^{ 
(2s7) 
and 
(2 .8) 
The boundary conditions have the normalized form 
9 = 1 on the probe 
l i m <J> = 0 (2 ,9) 
*© J>X 
and f ,f ' are given for /Woo; in particular 
(2 .10) 
^- - f , tin f l ^ = A 
Also* the ident i t ies 
A ££ /\L/C Jfc J 
(2o t1 ) 
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define the non-dimensional collision operators^ which are 
of order of unity (for 
e 1 The equations for the first two moments of f ,f 
are given % 
J>meiP=0, ^ r t ^ i ) (2.12) 
6»Y or ur Cg 
\ 
.^ ^^  
X (2*13) 
where 
T^J^^dv (2.14) 
and 1„ is the unit vector along the z<=axis< 
Bo The characteristic lengths 
Eqs. (2.3 - (2»5)9 (2.12) and (2.13) are now 
non°=dimensional except for .factors of dimension (length)™ « 
Five lengths appear explicitly in thems X^s \ s> ie» i* and R® 
We can form four non»dimensional parameters with them 
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% J/2 •% 
A 
«/ V —w 
^ _ _ ^ _ 
} (2.15) 
— 5" 
J 
= Z*/•r— will be assumed 
M and £ are natural small parameters of any fully»ionlzed 
classical plasma, / «~1 - " ' B 1 --*"'"1 
to be 0(1 ) e 
0* serves to classify magnetic fields in the 
context of probe theory* 
a) feak B 
b) Moderate B 
c) Strong B 
d) ^ery strong B 
-1 1 
c"°1 = .,o(i) 
c*~1 » 1 
-£•» 1 
JET < | ye • 
Oa.se; a')''is of little interest beeauses, to zero 
order in J" , the I - V diagram should not change at 
all* (It appears empirically that no sensible change 
exists even for the less strict inequality 6* ^. 1* 
(This is discussed from a mathematical viewpoint in Oho V)< 
Oases b) and c) are tfee most interesting.* 
The present paper is concerned with case c)s however,? 
we shall find out in Oh* V that there is a possibility 
of the results being used for the preceding cases too» 
Oase d) is somewhat unrealistic for the values 
of B and R commonly encountered in the laboratory? 
some cases of astrophysioal interest may exist however9 
We require also the inequality 
^sfWl .. (2.16) 
A 
to be satisfied? otherwise no sensible modification of the 
probe characteristic would exist© Also the commonly=>f ound 
inequality will be assumed 
•^fc-S-tf<T<£ 1 (2.17) 
The restriction -£ S. Jf-»1 can normally be 
relaxed without degrading the quantitative accuracy of 
the solution^ the extent to which this is true is difficult 
to determine analytically9 but the present 
results should be essentially correct for all cases 
satisfying JfP>1 (see Ck« IV)« 
^L) 
A & - if
 Q„A AD — c\ JB.^% and ^^B 
6t R 
The ratios & - i 4 ? - ^ € IfCare- left 
arbitrary? there are thus two "sMall" lengths Xes>AD and 
two "large" lengths A and R6 lo relative ordering is 
imposed between them so that the influence of the different 
parameters will appear clearly xn the solutions 
Finally$ the magnitude of o( will depend upon 
the region of the characteristic considered* 
Jiet us now estimate the magnetic field Tf" 
produced by the currents* From Maxwell9s equation 
VXB =- ^ J 
and the induced field is of order 
.. A c ft 1 Wlei 4 
(This relation anticipates the results of the next chapter 
where it is found that the electron current density isa 
at most* of order — ^ oohsT" I aJ1^ "^e niaximum length 
v R 
of relevance of order Xa )• Therefore 
re 
Of course the first factor is here enormously 
1 Mfe -7 
small* At T a £^2 x 1 0 , — % j y 3.3 x 10 ' , For 
e mQC^ ~ ^ 
T < 1(P K» — « T «£ U 7 X 10 . For temperatures le_ss 8
 mgc^ 
than this limit, it will be seen in Appendix 0 that the 
•at « . ' : ' . - . 
ratio *g- is indeed very small© 
Figs® § and 6 illustrate,, the domains of probe 
solutions* In Fig© 5 are given the regions of validity 
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Faffg ioiuaed plasmas 
Most p '^as'Mas 
Flg« 5 . Probe regimes for 0~ = 0 ( B ^ O ) 9 
Dilu te plasmasg a ( L ^ R <g \ ) and af 
Benss plasmass b ( A > ^ A , C R)» 
Continuum plasmasg c ( j \ ^  V <<r R}« 
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Ap— 
1.0. 
**k B 
MeeUraU B 
-a. 
iO 
Pig» 6e Probe regimes for g* "1 > 0 (B > 0 ) . 
of previous theories for B te 0C**1*)| l„e»9 for diXute9 
dense and continuum plasmas® In Fige 6 the representation 
of Fig® 6 is extended to the case B f 0$ the plane 0*°° = 
reproduces Fige 5» 
Appendix 0 is included to give typical ranges 
of the four non»>dimensionaX parameters for the low<=> 
temperature3 fully ionized 0 plasma produced by a 
Q^machine® 
Go Perturbation method of solution 
Consider the equation 
P(x9g,S)'='© 
where P is a differential operator and & is a small 
parameters Let g(x9S) be .its solution 
,P(x9g(?£,£,),,£) "B 0 
Assuming a Taylor expansion to exist for the dependence 
of g on £
 9 we would write 
(*) A similar diagram was;given by Su and Probstein 2 . 
g = g ( z , £ ) + 2, "—~&< + «9 6 ( 2 © 1 8 ) 
which i s normally w r i t t six <st s 
?-.g = S 0 ( x ) + Sg ( i ) + • • • ' ( 2 . 1 9 ) 
The |'s are expected to have a regular behavior 
in the domain of 3?; then for g small enoughs, the n 
term is negligible as compared to the (n - 1 )'^ one© It 
is hoped, furthermore, that if all small or large parameters 
have been taken into account explicitly, one can retain 
£ small but finite without impairing the relative magnitude 
of successive terms0 
When such an expansion fails because g. 
becomes infinite in some region of x:-spaee, one speaks 
of a singular,.as opposed to regular, perturbation problem*, 
A large body of literature exists on this subject® We 
shall consider here one specific method, that of multiple 
scales, which seems most appropriate because of the many 
characteristic lengths of the present problem.. In the 
1930's, Krylov and Bogolinoov [48] developed and applied 
successfully to Hon-Linear, Mechanics, Lagrange8s "slow 
coefficients" method of Celestial Mechanics* It was 
« •
 M
 r "I 
rediscovered in 1962 [49 J and independently applied to 
non-equilibrium statistical mechanics by Frieman L50Jand 
Sandri [51] » They introduce a set of progressively slower 
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time scales© fhe forms of the kinetic equations obtained 
in the "slow variables" result explicitly from the require^ 
ment that secularlty must be avoided in the equations for 
the "fast variables"® 
Insight into the method can be gained by 
considering the following example s 
One is looking for a splitting of the dependence 
of the solution on time (t) so as to avoid thei appearance 
of secular terms» This means that9 for examples, the 
function 
' g(t)=L DOS t 6 
can be thought to have the form 
g(t)= f (t, at) 
where (f(e$'>) isp of course,, given by 
*P (x9y) = cos x e ^ 
Such functional separation is unknown beforehand 
and must be found in the course of the solution by 
eliminating similarities® Now in the present example 
(and it is a fairly general feature of-singular perturbation 
problems with a physical origin)9 two characteristic 
times appear explicitly in the equations! t_ and t<,9 
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It might be guessed that the splitting looked for is 
simply 
0 , / + \ _ / t t \ / t r t _ _ 
g(t, - 8 ^ , t±J =«( t0 »S toj -
* S (toj ^ 1 ) = « (*M ^ J 
where the quantities 
•-"E > <~T; ' £ = -!*• 
are non-dimensional,, 
I f one u se s the simple procedure of Eq,se (2*18) 
and (2«19) the r e s u l t i s 
g(t) = g-(Tn»0) + g JL -2fl 
0 c
 to t>zi 
,BTa S ft 0 *^SB 
e=0 
= g0 + 6^1 + *••• 
This expansion becomes useless for t ^  t 
o 
because of the appearance of secular terms in g19 j ^  1; 
iee99 g. is not much smaller than g. ^ for t ^  -j™ =t| 
Of course a more complete form of the function 
g should be written as 
..g = g(-|- , -|j- • ^J = s (r0,E^»£) 
and the usual expansion can be used for the functional 
dependence on E which does not involve t» The dependence 
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on £&£. is handled toy expanding all the derivatives as 
follows 
-L = M6sL 4-Hil-f... 
to tt* ti ^r1 
e0 ^ * %t 
The quantities within the brackets are now non-dimensional s, 
otherwise9 the dependence on Z^ IS. £^ t» is retained 
completelye 
We should point outs first9 in singular pertur-
bation problems fractional powers and logarithms of the 
small'parameter often appears, and second$, if se¥eral 
small parameters are present9 as is the case .in this thesis9 
the sequence of terms in the expansion is not evident a 
priorie We should use the more ggneral form (going back 
to the above example, with several £'&)» 
r.-=:.£•• j: (£,,£2 „) 
•j-"T O j ^ c i ) ' , t ' (2,20) 
••*•© 
are the smp.ll parameters and the o^ ' s 
constitute an unknown sequence of function of thems, ordered 
in an asymptotic ways 
tim A- = 0 
The above limits hold hopefully independently of the order 
in which £., £ _
 069 are allowed to go to zero0 To 
illustrate the expansion procedure and to show that space-
dependent problems as well as time-dependent problems 
are amenable to this technique, the method is applied in 
Appendix D to the. determination of thermal equilibrium 
correlations in a plasma,, 
Finally, we call attention to a significant 
variation of the standard multiple«scales technique which 
is necessary in this problem* Normally when'one solves 
the set of equations obtained through an asymptotic 
expansion, the:solutions are sequential in the sense that 
the solution of the n^11 order equation requires only 
information generated by the solutions of the lower order 
equations,. In this problem,, a difficult coupling of the 
equations exists such that, when obtaining a solution in 
one physical scale, it is necessary to have information 
from the following higher-order scales<> (The physical 
origin of this:difficulty is immediately apparent? boundary 
conditions are given in different domains of the independent 
variable space*) 
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In this connection the following idea was used* 
If we have an equation like 
H.=.f\:[i(to/-^.»)^vv^-](2.2i) 
integrating over £?< we have 
g = g ( ^ = 0) + /A(Cj)dt3 
If we require a) g to be finite as *£* —>oo 
and b) — ^ not to change signs an infinite number of 
timesj, then both of the following equalities must holds 
iim l | = 0 Him A - 0 (see (2.21)) 
therefore s, we systematically will write from 
equations like (2<»21)s 
A g(oo,«»»<»,t, ,.M),oo9M,(»9r, .,, =s 0 
Requirement a) is not obviously imposed by the 
problem and will have to be discussed'later, acquirement 
b) is unsatisfactory when T 1B a time variable since 
fluctuations and instabilities do occur in such problemse 
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It is appropriate if V is a space variable and a minimum 
is known about the character of the solution® 
This idea does not provide enough information 
in many problems (see Appendix D)j however, whenever usables 
is much more simple than the common technique» 
Chapter 111 
Character of the Solution 
Ae Introduction 
The basic result that the present study seeks to 
obtain is the total current to the probes, I, .as a function 
of the probe potentials Y„o This is the X » 7 diagram 
P P 
and will be considered in detail In the following chapter« 
The present one is concerned with and will provide 
two important resultso The first is to derive a partial 
differential equation which governs the electron current 
collected*, The solution of this equation is described in 
Chapter 17? over most of the diagrams numerical computations 
have to be used®. Because of the large ratio .of ion to 
electron mass (M very small)9 the ion current^ 1% is 
negligible for a broad range of ©^<» Where this is not so 
(for 7 approximately' equal to or less than the floating 
potential^ 7„)« 1 will be shown not to differ from its 
r . . 
value for B = 0S .for which case the theories mentioned 
in Section 1-B, .are available, and.will be useda Therefore g, 
by obtaining the electron current9 Ie$, it will be possible 
to describe the whole probe characteristica 
The second result Is a description of the pertur-
e bation produced by the probe« In order to obtain 1
 9 a 
detailed analysis of the entire space disturbed by the probe 
is requirede This space will prove to consist of several 
regions or layers where the equations exhibit different 
behavior6 There appear phenomena which are caused by the 
presence of the magnetic field and which are themselves 
of great interest* 
Before proceeding to the mathematical analysis^ 
we give in the next section a brief description of the 
character of the solution as deduced from simple consider-
ations* In the last section of this chapters, a more 
detailed description is presented, in the light of the 
intermediate results* 
Bo The channeling effect 
Consider a spherical probe at space potential in 
the absence of a magnetic field* The thermal flux to the 
probe surface decays as f°°'$ where f is the distance to 
the center of the probe9 'This simple relation stems from 
a firsts, obvious integral of the continuity equation for 
any of the speciess If the prabe is small....©naught l.t.s. 
influence spreads sufficiently rapidly to be negligible 
at large distancesa 
However9 when B is large9 the electrons at 
least are Inhibited from flowing across field lines* The 
flux along "3* remains nearly constant over distances 
of many mean free paths'and transport coefficients will 
come into play* More overs in the plane of the probe 
(z = 0) and outside its areas the flux along 33 is zero 
"by symmetry but it ie not so inside® Therefore $ strong 
gradients will appear around $• = Es for "both the disp and 
the strip© The way in which they are smoothed out is 
also of intereste This region around ~% = Rs the "boundary 
of the shadowv % will "be considered in Appendix fa In, 
this chapter9 it will be studied only ^ very far from .the 
probe where the gradients are not strong any'longer| the 
more detailed analysis of Appendix F is not necessary for 
the leading behavior of the solution* 
finallyj,. Poisson8s equation is expected to be 
unimportant8 In effects, quasineutraiity should exist 
very far from the probes Hear the probe the problem is 
almost unidlmensional go that the detailed form of the 
potential is irrelevants 
(*) We shall call the interior qf an imaginary cylindrical 
surface who^e cross section ie ^that of .the probe and whose 
generatrices are parallel to S, the "shadow" of the probee 
Oe She expanded equations 
Throughout this chapter a finite range of V 
P 
(measured relative to 7 as mentioned in Chapter II) 
will be considered.* By this is meant that the normalized 
probe potentialj olH grsj j, will not enter the asymptotic 
processs Extreme, ranges of o( will be considered ip, 
Chapter IV« 
e 1 The equations to be solved are those for f , f 
and 4> given In Section I3>Aa Upon multiplying by £ 
and ordering the terms in a convenient way we obtain for 
f and x 
l ^> ^> a^j
 9 duo Tb 
/ » / « / ' . ( 3 * 2 ) 
and for (j) 
01 xHJi^TF ^ f S i } * = *e-^ (3'3) 
The bracket in (3«3) is the Laplace operator and $ = 091 
for cartesian and cylindrical coordinates respectively,,, 
The angle cu In velocity space has been defined in Section 
I-D and the parameters M s> £
 9 <Tj, if in Section II-B 
Now9 as in the example considered in Section IJ-0 
(see Eg.» (-2*20)9 we define the sets of non-dimensional 
space variables*, P. and- z . s 
' , (3.4) 
The index K- will hereafter be used to denote the first 
non-dimensional length«scale along the f^axis which has 
a characteristic length R or greater« For j /, K we 
have introduced R in the definition of L to ailow for 
the' presence of strong gradients around j£ = .R* 'j for 
5 ^  K this is neither necessary nor conveniento 
Every scale t.
 9z. has a characteristic length 5 J 
defined by 
I 
(*) For s s 0S the region around ~% == mR should be 
treated likewisef however9 the symmetry around "^  = 0 
allows to consider only the positive values of J|
 e 
Is 
wi th JJJ, 5". being func t ions of ( V~9£.a<T9lf ) t o be 
determined i n the course of the s o l u t i o n and s a t i s f y i n g 
l im (3«6) 
Thus K is the value of j for Which 
L. • ^ XL § 
°K H ° 
We have chosen £ as our primary length; in 
general the smallest characteristic length is chosen.* 
Then the o8Sj> besides satisfying (3«6), would satisfy 
ten 
lim flj : 
* 19;?s s °6 a 
v3» T / 
(^4j8ps> ««<*) being the small parameters of the problem 
considered*, However because If is left arbitrary 
(fe^ AD or Cer%>A]))» otir 0°s i n (305) do not 
necessarily satisfy an equation like (3«7) for all 3« 
Now from (304) we have 
(3.'8) 
L:i 
We also expand the functions 
—
' O 1 1 U p A A T © & © 
f1 3 fjj + A]" f| + . . . (3.9) 
4^ :~ Y 0 + A 4 Tl f e e s 
where the sets ©f functions of (jk9 B9<r9i ) s A'L A *s>A-4 
satisfy conditions analogous to those of (3s6) and (3«7)e 
We have written A l - A Q = A Q H 1 in (3»9) which implies 
that fesf jf are of order unity« While this is the 
case somewhere' in space ((p at the probe9 fe and f far 
from it) it is not, obviously so everywhere*, In fact we 
shall see in Section XIX-P that this is not always true^ 
nevertheless s, the corrections are very easily made and 
we shall use this assumption to begin withe 
Then9 using'(3e8) and (3»9)s> the Eq,es» (3*1) •=• 
(303) become 
(3.11) 
x £ A* ^p = £ A€?m\ - i > A'p/VVp (3.12) 
B 9 • 
Whenever a coordinate appears explicitly., e®g» 
in the right-hand site of Equations (3*10) <•> (3»12), we 
can use any of the non-dimensional variables in the 
corresponding set. in (3»4)» For instance we can substitute 
oil Wit 
i of * *K '' - , 
for any ja The actual choice will depend on which region 
of space we are consideringo 
From (3»10) » (3»12)9 equations for the expanded 
moments of f8 and f can be obtained very easily8 For 
instance $ the continuity equation has the forms 
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^L cii - ~ - 2- -^P '/lT> ^ 7 
i £ if 4? ^ 4 m ^ ^  = 0 (3,1 4) 
Observe that in (3-1 4) no cross-products such as nfe u i:L 
(|> ri $< ) exist and the same Is true In the other Maxwell 
transfer equations* in the equivalent continuity or 
Navier=Stokes equations of Fluid Mechanics such cross-
products appear whenever an expansion is made; this is 
because these equations are non-linear in the magnitudes 
e 1 
expanded* In our problem the distribution functions f ,£ ' 
are the quantities expanded and these cross-products come 
from terms in the kinetic equations which are linear in 
f^f1', .For instance, to expand neUe. we write: 
6-**e • (j,e -*.,-;•- /„e -->,.» A e / ^e -^,-» 
n u = l± vdv = £Q vav + Zi^ / x., vciv + * ;, <, 
e -»eQ A © & -*©'? 
= HQ u + /A
 1( n\ u -+• ,».. , 
D-» The description in the main .^-region 
In this section we shall consider Ecu (3*10) » 
(3*12) everywhere excluding a thin region on both sides 
of the "shadow" boundary, (see Fig, 7)- The width of this 
region will shrink to sero as {£,(r.>'•)-*" 0, .Therefore if 
we know the current density to the probe inside the "shadow". 
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7» The structure of the space around the 
probe*. 
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integrate over the corresponding probe area9 and let 
(2^0f-) —^0 we shall obtain the current to the probe© 
Ihen (g<,0"s,M) are small but finite, the result is the leading 
term of an asymptotic expansion in (EsCsK)* 
Mathematically what we mean is that the limit 
^K«1 ~™>0° will be talcen in Eq.s@ (3«1 0) - (3<»12)e This 
implies also ^.-*oo (3 < K » 1 ) and9 from the end of 
Section 0 in Chapter II3 thens 
——- — (J ^j <c. a»J 
d 
We should point out9 now? what is meant by the 
limit y -~^oo
 0 with |L finite* For this, consider 
Eq.0 (3*4-) j from it we can writes 
°^~" =
 1
 - T --wr- (3O15) 
For any fixed p . different than B,s the left-hand side 
goes to infinity as (S^M.) ->• Q„ as seen using Eq,« (3*6 K 
Therefore the set of points with finite ^ K which have a 
non«infinlte Pv^ (or JLs> 5 < K - 1) coordinate are 
reducedj, in that limit9 to the line j£ - Re 
That "main®9 region which covers "most" (asymp-
totioaily) of the probe is described in the > K scalej 
f 6 
we shall see in the following subsections that this > K 
region splits into three z<»layerse 
The 'S* (5< K) regions are of no relevance for 
the leading behavior of the solutions, except far from the 
probe9 in the za»layer«> In Appendix F these % interior 
regions are considered near, the probe« 
D1© She z -layer 
Taking the limit ^K-,1"** °° results in dropping 
all the derivatives ~rs- (;)<£. K)* in (3«10) «= (3*12)e 
yherefpre the only change in the equations consists in 
writing £» o; ~rg, for JE &; ^ . « Retaining the dominant 
terms in every summation of (3»10) » (3*12) gives thens 
jtfca. 4- XAi\/y -^- + ex 2™Si —2— U e i x^ Jj ©^  
Ok 
=rtfft-/Ytt (3-18J 
where we have written y = J& !lK s from (3®^ )® 
We first want to show that LQ Is of order Ay> 
Independently of the value of o « Observe that JK=(T^ 
for G~->Oj, (3® 18) becomes 
ol(V^)1-|^=<-^ (3.19) 
Suppose LQ 4£ A-p (which I s possible only i f Aj, I s .not 
the smallest length of the problemj, i s e « s [ „ • € \% )• 
XXXv£t 
Lev O 
and t h i s would require in (3*19) 
However our general condit ion 
:• 11m ^__ __ 
ZQ^OO fZe = 0 
Implies a = 0X and therefore % would be independent of 
- 1 , Similarly in (3*17)» since (Cry^t*" £ )—>0, we get 
v j $ - ^. 2^ i£s.= 
and from •— ~ 09 there results —_fL —. Qs 
Finally9 from (3&16) we would get 
or 
^ j 4- d0 Wz ^ ^ <* dZp Wz t{? - 0 (3,20) 
z $ © 
Thus LQ ^ c e and fQ i s e a s i l y obta ined: 
f« = f^ (v_CU~ «*-«— 2»Q) 
But this function cannot be periodic in GO for a given zQ 
if £_2._^ »0 as zQ--»c<29 Another way to look at this is 
'd'Zo 
to observe that» because 
lim 3fd _ Q 
Zn->©0 "e>20™ 
an 
we must have -^ —j = 0 for very large zQ8 Therefore the 
electrons must enter the ZQ-region with a distribution 
function isotropic around the z»a^iSj, and this isotropy is 
not modified either by the spiraling motion described by 
(3«21 ) or by the conditions on the probe (even if some 
reflection were to exist)• 
therefore9 no change exists on a l =°scale if 
i e ^ \p® We write /W= LQ (*> and the equations for this 
\4^1L — °L ^ %_ Jd» -- Q (3*23) 
0 4 - 1 ^ - = ^ - ^ (3.24) 
The argument leading to —• = 0 in (3«20) remains valid 
for LQ = AJ>» 
Some simple results for the moments of ^QS£Q 
can be found from (3<»22) and (3^23)s 
'
; :
 H«»— IJe° — P e°— P e°— p e o — 0 ^3s25^ 
Eqs (3<>22) » (3a24) w i l l not |je so lved-unt i l Section f« 
The equations for the higher-order terms fp% 
fps> Y | tf ; (P ' ^ 1 ) in the z0»seale ban be found "by tateing 
(*) numerical1 factors are -excluded from the def in i t ions 
of L.
 9L? and the JBs and A ' s for s implic i ty 9 since they 
are arbitrary© 
terms of successive orders of magnitude in (3e10) « (3»12)» 
D2® The z* -layer 
Being in te res ted in the solut ion to the lowest 
order in (€j><rj>/*)» we proceed to formulate the equations for 
'£QS> ^ 0 ^ * 0 in the following layers© This amounts to 
taking the terms of next order in (3»10) » (3*12):.and 
l e t t i n g z 0 - > ° ° e 
for Polsson's equation^ (3*24) provides s t i l l 
information enough a f t e r the liifiit zQ—>oo has been taken0 
%H> - <$)= ° ^,26) z0 
In any layer after •; zQ9 quasineutrality exists© 
i For £Q9 (3e23) vanishes identically in the 
above limits However a detailed knowledge of fi in z* 
is not needed to obtain the electron current? nevertheless 
the equation of next order in (3*11) will be ,'considered 
for this layer in Appendix Pe In Section E of this chapter 
the ions will be studied in the .Zp-layer» 
The distribution function for the electrons is 
obtained taking the next higher»order terms in (3«10)$ 
although 2LL2. = 0 is still valid.,, this is not the case 
for the second equation in (3*22 )* In the limit ZQ—>O£> 
61 
we have*, / 
(3.27) 
where we have written 
$[=&{*.*}+ 4 {^} 
e The above expression for [~~»j underl ines i t s dependence 
10 
on the distribution functions*, Although the collision 
operator is not* in general, strictly quadratic in f and 
1 e i " 
f ', it is approximately so* Thus, when fQ and fQ are 
/ Xfe\ e 
small* ——±—1 is a higher brder term* When fn and 
i /S>el 
fn are of order of unity, T T - | is ° 0 ) 't008 
In ..general, the terms /- T|— ] a^e found £>y 
e i 
sutstltuting the expansion (3®9) for f and f wherever 
they appear in --»—- ®^ " T T — » Therefore if use is 
made of the Balesou-lenard collision operator there 
appear some additional terms which are not present in the 
P Dicker-Planck model*, However, this does not happen for 
/ ~ x H if ! fn is Maxwellian,as observed at the end 
of Appendix B* 
-^0,9 \-!s ® ^ ( ) I S OX yXi© X OJTiQl 
A* J-*- = A(UJ) + B (3*28) 
0 w 
where A and B a re independent of f< and B i s a l s o 
independent o fo j s i e e s 
A* f* = jAfo) i w •+- B CAJ + C (3*29) 
e In order to have f. periodic in tvs B must vanish 
identically« Eq* (3«28) splits then into 
A1-i^L=A(«i) , B = 0 
in (3«27)s) A(<x>) is given by the terms containing 
^"derivatives? thus we obtain % 
111 ~— — - Q < V e
 e " ^ ^ ^ ^ "\\Jl\0 
In the left-hand side of (3©29)» where B 
vanishes., the first term has a known order of magnitude$ (T» 
but this is not so for the third term, Go Therefore the 
two parts of A« £j are not relatedo we can write 
"&£jl 
Thus A ? | = 0"» a a d r ^ g A-s independent of c«<» 
Using the identities 
and defining the operator 
we finally obtain; 
Al f* "=•- 6" siyi uj'b^t 4- Ael1tft2. (3«30) 
The terms independent of uJ in (3»27) are those 
,with z-derivatives and the collision ternu The first 
simply because ——- = Q# In 
the same can be said of the first part (even if the 
magnetic field is considered in the collision process)© 
i While we do not know anything about f._, in Appendix B,> 
o 
it is shown that the second part of (3®31 ) o a n ke expanded 
in powers of M! 
•§[$,(:}=<*&(&+• 0(f) (3„3 2 ) 
K 'being a differential operator., independent of OJ if its 
function argument is» The terms 0(1*) are of highest 
orders, of course® therefore (-%r} is independent of 
* at Jo 
IAJ and we have the equat ion 
1 52f ^2f dVtj \^£ 
(3 .53) 
or 
d1 — ¥ t Lf — A 
whe re 
Simple r e s u l t s for the moments of f.. can be 
obta ined from (3*30) and (3*33)s 
I ** „.„ Z£ ft,6 y , uf-^o - m ^ ^ f e ^ (5'34) 
Before proceeding t o the a ^ l a y e r ? some impor tan t 
r e s u l t s w i l l be ob ta ined ; they rnalce i t poss ib le t o match 
the behavior a t l a rge z1 and smal l z 0 , ( in the l i m i t 
(EfG^/^) —=*-09 t h i s corresponds t o z..—^«s© and 2«—>0) e 
If the limit z.,—^©o is taken,, (3e30) does not 
experience any change? however (3e33) becomes 
After integrating over v_dv"s, the first term drops out and 
thus 
Therefore UQ = 0 (we knew already that u| = ut = 0)« 
This is a particular aspect of a more general condition 
of isotropy on f~; the first term in (3*35) forces fS 
to be Maxweliianj because u 0 is zero the second term 
vanishes as long as the electron kinetic temperatures 
along and across B are equal* Thus the solution to 
(3e35) is \ 
where rM ig a 2>oca2>s isotropic Maxwellian distribute on 9 
Because the velocity has been normalized with 
respect to the temperature at infinity9 (3<»36) implies 
the assumption that the electron temperature is uniform 
in z„ and equal to its value at infinity? this"will be 
proved in Section III-P* Thus the only unknown in fQ 
ig its first moment, the density* It should be observed 
that fM would not, be the solution of (3«35)y if terms 
0(M) were signifleants for an arbitrary ft • 
From this result it is possible to show that 
the density in zQ and z, is of order higher than 
unity <» i.e», it goes to zero as (€»(TsJw)'-^ '0# From 
Eqs. (3«25) and (3»3/0 we see that in both zQ and z^  
(*) A point worth emphasizing is that the expansion 
(3<*32) is based on the assumption that the dimensional 
average velocity of the ions is much smaller than that 
of the electrons; otherwise it falls- therefore, if the 
ions had acquired an average z»velocity of order 
eO 
ould not be possible to conclude that u_ = 0 
z 
in the layer following z*« 
However,, this alternative has to be rejected 
here s it would:require a gain in energy (nonthermal) 
for the ions of order
 r , 2 
ions naa ; 
—£ i t w \ me/ 
** m 1 |<Tj. ^; 
/*-is very small and this energy gain is enormous; there 
is no source for its c< is not 0( JAZ) but 0(1 )«, No 
similarity exists with Bahm's criterion [5] ; this requires 
an energy gain? for the ionss of order 
and moreovers, it applies when T. ^  T@ and oi is. large 
enough to repel nearly all the electrons® Then a fraction 
of D<kTQ e
 X^l<T^=KTe 
M\l 
accelerates the ions outside the sheath* 
The flux is not 0(1 ) at z.-^ eQ it is also not 
so at ZQ ~ 0, Now if the electron kinetic energy of 
the motion along B is 0(1) or larger at ZQ = 09 
~&t ~ 0(i ) at leasts at zn = 0 because all electrons go 
toward the probeQ Therefore (\\f. (zQ = 0) ^  0(1 )» This 
result is valid of course only for §K *£ 1 since for 
|L>> 1 . u® (zQ"= 0) = 0 by symmetry., The assumption of 
the electron energy being 0(1) at zQ = 0 is justified 
on the basis that If it were very small a repelling field 
would be required and this decreases the density in general 
but not the average energy©
 : 
Now if mi is very small at zQ = 0$ it is 
possible.to demonstrate that it is so at z*->*ooa From 
(3^22) we getj integrating over v„dv*j, 
0--^4§? -h<x|f- (3«37a) 
and from (3*33) similarly 
0 _ _ ^ ^^JZ (3.3fbj 
The c o l l i s i o n s do not produce any t r a n s f e r of momentum 
between ions and e l e c t r o n s s ince /ftAu i s not 0(1 )« 
In (3»37a) and (3o37b), P®J? = [£Q(YZ ~ uz°^ d ^ 
as was def ined i n (2*14)« Therefore 
where the bar means average over %he d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n 
fQ, B s t h e energys/.aiong B$> has been i n d i c a t e d above 
t o be 0(1)0 Then i n t e g r a t i o n of (3*37) i s immediates 
d&g 3JZ£ ^ v " / V 
or 
h<ti> ^LC-^J^j^ = «**&** (3.38) 
I f E_ i s 0(1 ) and <X and % are no t l a r g e
 s m^ being smal l 
a t ZQ (vhfV^ X l a r g e ) imp l i e s t h a t i t i s so i n both 
l a y e r s , ZQ,Z*
 S and i n p a r t i c u l a r a t %^s>>oO® 
This i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t s the d e p l e t i o n of the 
plasma i n s i d e the "shadow"9 w i l l b© d i scussed and 
i l l u m i n a t e d i n Sec t ions I I I - F and III^Ge 
D3« The z » - l a y e r 
We now let z, «~^oo and explore the following 
(z„) region which will be seen to be the last one along 
B"J as Zp-*-cos' the disturbance produced by the probe dies 
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away0 AisOy the sL-scale is the largest scale of relevance 
along the 
As was observed in Section D»2s, Eq« (3^30) 
remains unchanged as z.—^-oo and Eqs (3<>-33) reduces to 
£Q = f^ » To obtain more information about £Q in the 
z0 layers we must consider the terms of next order in 
(3o10)s which., f or jE ;~>o0 , z.-^ -oOj, ares 
where dK"=Q" has been used* Eq« (3*39) is of the form 
given by (3928) and a splitting of the equation can be 
made as in the z. -=layerQ An identification of the terms 
which depend on to and of those which do not (by substituting 
Tj^ to for Vj and v„ in (3839)) results in the two 
equations 
+
* ^ A ^ vs. W j f « ru - a- ^  ^ 
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iw 
v „ ^ l ^ 
where [-~T~ I and /-^-W are the p§xts of /JiLJ , dependent 
upon and independent of uJ « As we shall see in the next 
i ' 
section9 fX is Maxwellian in this Zp<-layers Therefore,|:; 
/ ^ f 
the terms 0(M) in (3®32) vanish identically and , [-21-1 
is the result pf linearizing the collision operator for 
the electrons?, 
A ;,f;)L+f t{A\f;,K}L <3-42> 
where use of the index L underl ines the l i n e a r i t y of 
the operator in A^f®*A^f^e. 
Eq,© (3&42) can be wr i t t en (using the loaown form 
of r ? given by (3«-30) and the expansion (3*32.) )& 
d{mi\(n) + 00)} i- A^l^(fu) + 
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The terms 0(R) have been dropped! also B^f^) = 0 
since fn is completely isotropic» Thus we have 
jj. ' J ' (3.44) 
Then;, i n (3»41 ) , we f ind 
(3 .45a) 
-P*. #J = |fK,fu{ + j f^^j+W'^J (3.45b 
This equation will be reconsidered in the next seption© 
Substitution of (3*44)into (3*40) allows 
integration? h©weverp the complete form for f| is not 
needed but only that part of it which gives a non-vanishing 
e2 
u< % (we have seen .in the two previous sections that 
u*. = u| = 0)o The terms in (3940) that contribute to 
U| are easily found* By'definitions 
l Aim! t ^= Ai If! ^  M = b\JMte* K 
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Integrating by parts with respect to OJ
 9 there results •esp o» i 
/cos uisinLU dco= O0 and /s Since i iu w 0S  sin 2<4# sinw du> =0 
(r&\ i
 e2 *» 
only j-=r*l can contribute to ug
 a Therefore? ntv 
i&& Uf « "W(|H ty& 
or 
Ai • u \i? (3«46a) 
Thus the order of magnitude of the transverse 
flux9 except possibly in a region around $= a shrinking 
to zero as (B»<Ts/^)"^09 is of order of magnitude (in 
dimensional variables) I^J^r-! -s-g- ; this collisional 
diffusion is proportional to B " because t. ,/v B * 
To obtain Oi (andA^2) i:a (3»44) and thereby 
determine the magnitude, of the flux to the- probe and the 
Zp-characteristic length, we need only to establish the 
balance of fluxes through the continuity equation* Since 
n®u®° = 09 we needs A®n®u®1 =E A ^ jfl2vzd^' F r o m (3®30) 
and (3®46)s, the continuity equation is9 in the limit 
tftOW 
(z1 , JKa>1 )-*oos 
is **• 
or 
r^  A€ A*i5l=- \ A Z (3*48a) 
K " ^ k 
™5 
Use of (3«>45a) and (3<>46a) and also o.=6"j, givesj 
/ 3* \ 4 t •* "Z 
Therefore 
This balance of fluxes allows the disturbances 
produced by the probe to die out ag z„—•»>oO in the 
%-regioni the space perturbed by the probe is thus of 
order Hp along B and ,R across B» The current to 
£e ; •. : 
the probe decreases with respect to the value for B = 09 
by a factor of order CT— «Jp 
Es The complete description in the z^layer 
E1« The closure of the equations 
To solve (3a48p)? n®u? and h2u| are 
obtained from (3o45b) and (3»4£>b)» The only unknown in 
£Q is nSg and n~ = n« from (3»26)j then (3»4.8b) gives 
a relation between nQ and y n8 ^ e °ther relation needed 
does not come from 3?oisson!s equation? (it has been used 
to find nQ = n.Q and higher terms would involve n-»n^ )• 
i Instead., the equation for f is used now| this9 and again 
quasineutralitys, provide a closure to the problem in the 
e i 
zQ«= layer« The relation we shall find is simply nn •:=nC) = 
e * % . 
After the limits ^ f * ^ } z^—>o^ have been 
taken in (3«11 ) the dominant termg from every summation 
are s 
^-^f-Al=^f) (3*50) 
tenure, t 
Because <?z - T ££P9 the first term is of higher 
order than all the others with the possible exception of 
the last one in the left»hand side* Assume first the case 
, - - « 
s = 0 and At *^$* £ @ Eq0 (3»50) becomes 
4«i-??B}ft«4El<'-5,> 0 1 / ^ 
From now 0®,$ in, order to be able to proceed 
rigorouslyj, the case \^B. will be dropped from our 
study| anyhow for a fully ionised plasma the above 
inequality is extremely infrequent» Then9 in a C-scales, 
5 < ts one has only to drop the right-hand side of (3»51 ) 
and change the index j for l£ in the ^ derivatives | 
(see (3o52) below). If \ » E (that is, T £ = •%<&£. A ^ <y ) 
the collision term is dropped also in the IL^scaXe., but 
this assumption is not needed© 
How from (3*51 ) and 
6if*?S ^3^W|J^=C) (3,52) 
valid for j < 3c and z..—*-e>o
 s f^ is seen to be a 
Maxwellian distribution with a temperature identical to 
10 that at infinity and Ue = Q„ This result arises from? 
a) £Q is .Maxwellian in. the >^»region9 where the 
collision term appears in (3s 51 )l 1°)TQ ig a potential 
field! c) at.infinity fQ becomes Marwellian^ and 
d) at y-^ = 09- perfect "reflection" exists because of 
symmetry,, Oondltlons or effects along the z<=axis are of 
no consequencej 2=gradients are too weak and absorbing 
boundary conditions are immaterial far from the probe•'*' 
Then from (3©5*1 ) and (3*52) we obtain 
A(Zp) being an unknown function® But we have 
there results i ( z ? ) s h 
We obtain for any 5 =-layer with LA "^V* $ 
4 !d * 
from quas lneu t ra l i ty % 
Hi\ = W\, - e" * '. (3.54) 
¥e shall see in Appendix I that >-gradlents 
around ft = R have been smootlied out in the z. -layer; 
(*) If j, A "&' R, equation, (3»54-) would give a local 
Maxwellian distribution for fl« 
in fact LQ in the z ^ l a y e r i s la rger than L and Ap 
Therefore* "both the formulation we have found in the 
•o 
preceding section for £% and quasineutrality are valid 
throughout the z2-layer*: 
In this layer., thus* we have a well-deflned 
problem which is the solution of (3»4-8b)s using (3*37)* 
(3,45bh (3.46b) and (3.54), 
Going bacfe to (3*50)^ if we now allow the fourth 
term to be retained (this is only necessary if /™L= 0(1 )) 
i the result for fg should not be modified by the presence 
of a magnetic fields This means that the condition M<^Q" 
(or j£*» R) is not necessary.,, since it has not been used 
at allj to obtain the electron current to the probe,, Our 
results will be valid as long as l \ is not amoh smaller 
than Re However,, in Chapter I? it will be seen that to 
obtain I1 t.'> R should at least be satisfied; as 
commented in Section II-B the stronger condition. [ ^ R 
seems not necessary,? 
In addition., . the inclusion of the thicrd term in 
(3«50)$ (s = 1 ) will not modify the equilibrium of f^ 
because this equilibrium is independent of the coordinate 
system used* 
E2S The equation for the e l e c t r i c f i e ld 
Use of (3«37) in (3a45b) reduces the lef t-hand 
side to the form t~r- o( £LlS i~»
 9 The equation can 
be wr i t t en in dimensional va r i ab i l e s 
' £ §±i M H i =./lle) (3.55) 
vacZzZc* ' ^ a a M H S - « a H O * ' B » f f l B « B l . KISS*. I « « « « > I fl 1 A J J J 
and is the equation for the electric conductivity along $ 
magnetic fieldi the factor i-Zi- takes into account thatj, 
. 0 e 
because of the Maxwellian form of £Q$ both terms in 
D_ (fn) are similar and the diffusion can be incorporated 
into the conductivity« 
Eq<» (3*55) has been solved by many authors when 
the magnetic.field does not enter the collision process| 
in this case B has no influence on the result*. We quote 
from Appendix Es Eq9 (E« 2 ) for the flux in non-dimensional 
formg in this case § 
Vl« Mel a= A4© At A ws A (Sk/^v 
_1 (3056) 
wA fe^) "T 
Hie possible extension to the case Ajr^ C is discussed 
in Appendix E« In (3e56)$ A- has a local valuee The 
function \(z^) is given by Spitzer |52j and goes from 
Oe582 for z^ = 1 to 1 for z^ = GO • 
Similarly9 using (3*37) in (3®46b).and observing 
that the collision operator is linear in D ff QI we can 
write the last equation.ass 
/VL|U 
This equation serves to determine the diffusion 
across a large -magnetic fields. The result of its solution 
is quoted from (E*. 13). 
^
f J
 ^ (3.57) 
This r e s u l t i s val id fo r X^<cel the .extension to the 
case \j)^> fe i s discussed in Appendix" E«. 
Making use of (3o5«) and (3e57)» Eq.« (3«4-7) 
becomes 
- % (Mo Ai A)" — & A 4 Mt$)~*2$ 
(3.58) 
v 9<fe - A 
Although the temperature i s uniform i n t h i s 
layers the density i s not ; thus XtA depends on Zos^v 
in the following way s 
where 
0 
Therefore there is a weak variation in the transport 
coefficients throughout the layer, represented by (3»59)s» 
and a strong one from the exponential e l&fil
 0 
Although Eq,* .(3*5,8) is not untraotractables, we 
shall simplify it9 from now' ons by neglecting the weaker 
dependence on A cited above. The basic reason to do this 
is a difficulty which is extrinsic to the present problem 
81 
and which is the imperfect state of the knowledge of 
transport coefficients in the presence of a strong magnetic 
field* In this respects assume that \tf^£&*> Shis 
inequality is satisfied at infinity\ for values of z« 
near zero and y-v^r 1 s ^ e local Debye length is much. 
larger than its value at infinity ( A>)* while the local 
electron larmor radius is the same because it depends 
only on the temperature« 'JEhus? it is possible that for 
some region of the z^ »' j£g plane )^> ce$ then the 
expression for h?u? and &ou? given by (3*56) and 
•(5*57) would not be correct* At preseat no formulas are 
available for these transpott coefficients for the whole 
range 0 < [ *caQ (see Appendix B)« 
In any event, the dominant effect is contained 
in the exponential in (3*58)j moreover for A.^*°Oth,a 
relative change in go'es to ^eros We shall neglect 
this variation by choosing an average value for vn J- v I an 
important result obtained below is that 'the current does 
not depend on this average value* 
With this assumption we write from (3*58) 
±X is p p 22? - o 
Sf ^  " ^>?K 
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in*)* 
this equation becomes 
and (3«57) becomes 
(3.63) 
Eq& (3*62) and (3*63) are bath independent of -A, 
To find the current to the probe we need (3«63) 
at zc = 0t > v < 1 @ Therefore it is necessary to solve 
(3»62)» The boundary conditions for this non^linear 
elliptic equation ares : 
LMA ty — 0 (3«64a) 
IX ^o at %*0, ^ > t 
<)5 ' 
CyXACi Ja Vd'nL i 3 •"=» iW 
^ = 0 at ^ s t f (3.64o) 
Bq.e (3»64a) expresses the vanishing of the potential at 
infinity* (3*64b) arises from the conservation of z«flux 
in the ZQPZ-\ ~layers| at zQ = 0 the z-flux is zero for 
£. > 1 by symraetrys and is equal to the current density 
to the probe for JTK «£ 1* Then the first equation in (3*6"4b) 
follows from (3«6"3) and the second^ where Vi is unknown as 
yetj will be obtained in the next section and expresses 
the equality of z-fluxes at z^-oo and Zg-5** 0, Condition 
(3*64c) for a=0$ can be eliminated by substituting 
j^£| for -rK in (3864b)„ 
It shouid be pointed out that the z-flux is 
conserved in t*e 5 K but not in the fj (j * E ) -
regions 
There a smoothing of gradients develops, as one advances 
from the probe'in the zQ$z^ -layers* Therefore no boundary 
conditions are available in the neighborhood of (C,. = 19 
Zg as 0) until a detailed analysis of the >.,(;) <£-£)-regions 
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la znjZ. Is made* nevertheless we to@w that la the 
limit (£$&tf*)-^Ot this zone of in.de terminasoy shrinks 
, to zero© numerically s, an arbitrariaess la the boundary 
conditions of aa elliptic equation on a very small part 
of the contour has a negligible effect except possibly * 
because of siagularitles# Ag we shall see in Chapter 171 
not ©Tea aa iategrable singularity appears at y
 K = 1» 
' "£ = O and ao difficulties are met in either $h4> eemputa-
I tloas or the analytical results* 
I 
I 
i 
*E3® The electron temperature 
\ 
\ la Section D it was assumed that ia the z0«layer 
j - * 
I the electron temperature wap uaiform aad equal to its value 
I at infinity* This can be understood by «b»^rv±»g taat?normally 
the heating of the ileetrenj ii neglected when calculating 
' th* electrical cendnotlvttyi thli Is cermet if th« fi«ld 
Is very weak* i©r® a < < - y - £^ i§ that wany collisions 
occur bifwt a Bigalfloaat a.oq«ltr*tion if priduosd by tht 
field* 4a avtragi meaeataa is gftiBAd; If thl§ Is very small 
(aad we taew that uj « 1 ), th« average energy gala Is of 
a higher order« 
More oyer
 g if //a 0(c) t this can be demonstrated 
explicitly* la effect, wh«n it vas asserted that the terms 
0(u) la (3»32) vanish beoauet of £Q and £Q being 
Maxwellian* an implicit assumption waa made that the local 
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Ion and electron temperatures were equal? only then do we 
have 
To verify this assumption the terms of 0(M) must be 
retained in /£L <, if ALis comparable to CT« Because 
e * 'ft/I 
fM and fM are both isotropic they should be added to 
(3,-43) 
^o) = (|L+f^4,fc 
Integrating over r d v , the left»hand side vanishes and 
the f i r s t term on the r ight a lso* '* ' Therefore 
0= [v'X7 M(%lil 
Thus the electron temperature is equal to that of the ionsf 
in particular the equality is true at infinity* 
Ftt The interior layers 
We established in Section D that AQ(Z,--*-©#) was 
not 0(1 ) but very'small* Because nQ(2;2~-^0) ^  nS^-j-**©)* 
(«) The electron self-colliaions do not produce heating 
and as seen in Appendix B9 for any f®2» Jv2dv R (f|2)dv = 0® 
B»ch 
0 "g TV 
nA = e and ^  and & are 0(1 )$ in the., z0-» layer 
(bQ ^ 0(1 )| it should be very large as Zg—>* 0, 
Bhat 4>Q = 0(1 ) as Zg> 0 may be observed from 
the analysis for the z0?z.°layers in Section 1| the first-
order z-flux is conserved from the probe to the base of the 
Zg-layer, but uz = 0(1) at ZQ = 0 and of higher order 
at 2^ -*csG» therefore nQ must be much larger at z-—*»«?o 
than at zn = 0, Jrom the argument given in Section P2. 
Eq» (3® "58)? this is not- possible uhless cpQ ig very larg©» 
Therefores the order of V inside the "shadow" 
has no relation to ¥_® So split the normalised potential 
Jr 
s^Ep*9 X n DDiXw X ©37B1 
Ef - M vp "" °^ o 
has meaning no longer; therefore, yte shall write 
^f_ — „ (3«65) 
so that X.„»e< • 
Using /ig for OCPQJ the equations for £Q In 
ZQ and z* are written* from (3*22) and (3*33) s 
(3#66a) 
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O i l © I 
1 > ^ "dV: z. I Jfc . (3O661D) 
The f i r s t i s l i nea r in fn» thuss, i t i s no t . 
modified by n 0 ^ 1<, In the seconds, the r ight-hand side 
i s roughly quadratic in n^L We can drop i t therefore ami 
j L O r DOlGxX Zp. 3*21(1 
'0 satisfies 
( * ) 
V ~- -+• ^ to ~n 
z
 d~ze ^Z f 3*4: 
(feOfy (3,66) 
I t should be remembered tha t the separat ion i n zQ #,nd z.< 
was made using the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c lengths Aj> and A (the values 
of the undisturbed plasma )e Since A^m\aQi » A ^ P o l 
these layers become blurredo 
The solut ion to (3»66) i s 
£ = al^-AlHfa^)-*] (3.67) 
where g is an arbitrary function and H is the step 
function 
:
 H(x) s 1 j, x >0 
H(x) = '09 x < 0 
(*) In this section all the equations are restricted to 
the range •£. ^  1, 
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Observing that Dlrac's o-function is the "derivative" of 
H? one can show that fQ as given in (3®67) satisfies 
(3»66)s 
How g has to be found using the conditions 
at z.—>&>9 that ls9 at Zp->0« There fS should be 
Maxwellians If we write in (3®67) 
g = Ae e A e ^ 
where A does not depend on zQ or z.. 9 we can expand 
fQ in spherical velocity coordinates using legendre 
polynominals, r* ; 
fg = ^ V ^ ( v ) (3.68) 
where 
Then we find from (3*67) and (3»68) 
x 
'/ ( 3 " 6 9 ) 
<p„M = A e V + | e e"2 
(nfu\—l> fipV1 |2 f i " *4) 4 
\Lr . i A l ( 3 *70 ) 
Since <tpS ^ = 0(1 ) and ^(z.->c«)—» c>^
 a g 
(£.9^^-)->0s the second term in ; ^ 0 ( v ) and ^(i^-i) ar© 
of higher order than the f i r s t term in ^ 0 because of the 
absence of the' step f u n c t i o n 
low we Iraew -L 
Therefore 
A fe)= J L J _ _ _ _ (3.71 ) 
With t h i s value of A we can find the z-flux in 
the 2 Q 9 Z | layers using (3*68) 
m% wi° = y k T? M ^ rw v?v> a ? 
and using (3e7Q) and (3»71 ) we obtain 
$&(*!= 0) 
(3s72 J 
^inoe Zg =s 0 in the ZQS> z.j " l ayer s0 
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The order of magnitude of $Q at z^ = 0 can be 
found observing that at zQ = 09 n% = 0(c)* From (3e69)9 
At! ^  /> - -i 
A(z2 3 0) = .e p ' s 0(0") 
Therefore 
^ (za=o)=r Of^O-"^ 
In this chapter it has been assumed that <X = 0(1 )s 
when CK- is taken larger and larger it will be seen in Chapter 
I? that Ol finally exceeds ?LQ(ZQ = 0) because /^Q(ZO = 0) 
grows slowly with oi
 s 
The formulation given here then fails* This 
will be considered in Chapter JVo When £X~^Qi> both 
terms in (3e69) are of the,same order of magnitude| then9 
the result (3072) for the current can be extended to these 
large9 positive values of (X by matching the density 
using the complete TQJ instead of its first term in 
(3o69) as z^-^oo9 to nQ(Zg->Q)« Then we obtain for As 
s 
and for the g°°fiux 
5 p~ ft 
M =
 1+erf f *_ - i J V i ~~~~l**f'* 
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[1 +erf(^r^J» 
e * ep (3«73) 
(ZY\) 
As ln(,(z2 = 0) - ^ -^oo the bracket in (3»73) 
approaches 1 very fasts for (^ 0— Af) as small as 1,•it 
differs from unity by about 8%; for (Pl0--X?) > 2. the error 
is less than l%„ As oL increases with (T fixed? lApfei—0)"^ 
approaches zero9 Then T. (V), as given in (3»70)s, becomes 
comparable to Tn(v); therefore, at z 2 = »^ Ai^i = ^ ^ 0 ' 
and the expansion for fe fails. Also fe cannot approach 
a Maxwellian form at zero order as zr-^c?oe The value of 
X for which X
 0(zt = 0*^x>^ = ^ p is a "breaking point" 
in the formulation of this section; the results for 
( XQ(ZO = 0) - X~)^ 1 or 2 are not quantitatively reli^ls. 
In fact this will be observed in the computations discussed 
in Chapter IV*. 
It will be shown in Section IY-A4 that equation 
(3*63) implies a saturation of I ; as (T-X), the value -
of A for which the overshooting disappears moves toward 
infinity» Thus the electron saturation current can be 
found within the present formulation, However for the 
small but non-zero values of CT of interests the over-
shooting disappears before saturation h-vi been achieved. 
The extension of the present theory to larger OVss 
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could be accomplished In the following way6 As Oi increases, 
,e 
fQ cannot be Maxwellian as z ,-^XXJ but it is required to be 
Maxwellian aa ^-^O* This contradiction in the limits would 
have to be resolved by using an intermediate layer in which 
both a-gradients and collisions are taken into account© 
(Collisions are neglected in z, and z"gradients are neglected 
in z06) The equation for this sublayer (the zp layer) is 
\/r ^ r •+- ^ ^ = (ir) ^7A) 
and the resulting solution should match the (ZQSZ..) solution 
as 3p~>0 and the Zp-solution as z^ -^ o®,, This intermediate 
layer is imbedded in zQ and exists only for ^ ^ » ^e 
characteristic length L.^ i changes continuously from L., to 
"7 
2J'^« The solution can be completed (with considerable effort) 
by recogn.ia.ing that (3a62) is basically unchanged* (3o54) is 
correct in z_i)9 and that any possible change in the transport 
e e e 
coefficients arising from £Q - f™ are unimportant (when UQ^.% 
the first term of (3*62) should vanish^ see Section I?-A4|« 
When the overshoot ing e x i s t s ^ l ^ ^ O ^ o r z i ~ ^ 0 0 » 
I* e e e 
thus in the whole z 0 l a y e r A^f-.^c fQ» Moreovers the zl 
sub layer 'Dsoo^as redundant because (3°74-) has as s o l u t i o n 
a g l o b a l Maxwelliani' f i ~ fjl for zX-**c*3$ e l ec trons are 
s t rong ly r e p e l l e d for z^~>0 (as a t a r e f l e c t i v e boundary) 
and the i'.'!old l a a p o t e n t i a l one. 
:..•.. Comparing (3*73) to the expression for tLn^u 
we found in; z« gives the relation between 7 and 
—3« represented by the second (3»64b) equation* 
of 
G-» The coupling of probe and magnetic field 
T^ e preceding sections have provided a description 
of the effects' caused by tlie presence of a strong magnetic 
field upon the plasma perturbed by the prober 
The first is the 'loss of importance of Poisson's 
equation.! In fact as we shall see in Sectioh 7»A, the 
present formulation seems to be valid fc/r Tweaker fields 
all the way down up to B = 0, for some situations in 
which Poisson's equation is not iised« 
Second^ as was pointed out under certain conditions 
by Bohm fsj^ the shape of the probe along B has no 
sensible influence on the collected current* The analysis 
of this chapter gives a clear explanations a probe with 
dimension along B* of order A at mosts lies entirely in 
the plane z2 = 0; thereby only its cross section appears 
in the formulation for the • Zg»sca.le» In the interior 
z»layers a detailed description of the plasma around the 
probe is not needed* Therefore^ our results will be 
applicable to a cylinder and a sphere as much as to a 
strip and a disc« 
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A third important consideration is the possibility 
that the global behavior of the plasma affects the collection 
of the current« Non-classical and non-local transport 
effects are possibly present unless the plasma is in a 
very smooth state« 
The experimentally observed decrease in the 
current and blurring of apace potential have now a very 
clear explanation* Basically the following picture 
emerges? because of the•inhibition of the transverse 
electron flux, any electron current collected by the probe 
is maintained over long distances along the field* In the 
.absence of enormously large probe potentials the ions are, 
to first order In H , motionless with respect to the 
electrons; any sensible flux would experience a friction 
with the ions over so many mean free paths that only a 
small value of. electron flux ±& possibles(*) In fact the 
value of the electron flux and the extent of the probe 
perturbation were found by way of a balancing of thepe 
effects together with the idea that the magnitude of a 
gradient is determined by. the si?e of the region in which 
<ls> y> w 2h JL O u Q ^ 
(*) fhies implies a low value of density near the probe» 
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This explains the observed decrease in the 
electron currents But a new and decisive effect appears 
simultaneously and explains the "blurred" ehatacter of 
the space potentials Finite distances in Zp requires, 
through Poisson's equations, quasineutralitye Because 
ions are not inhibited in flowing across the fields, only 
large differences in electric potential can produce large 
differences in ion density between the inside and outside 
of the "shadow"» The result Is that a large electric 
potential is built up inside© (Poiss©n11s equation shows, 
that this is possible in a quasineutral plasma^ because 
all lengths in z^ are much larger than Aj> and a small 
departure from neutrality produces large cumulative fields)• 
This is a kind of overshooting similar to that appearing 
in shock waves when some parameter goes to zeroe 
This overshooting is equivalent to a shifting 
of the probe .potential! this means that the transition 
region extends beyond space, potential and that this is no 
special vaiue0 However^ for some large value of n.yS this 
potential at the probe finally catches up with /LQ(ZO = ^>^p' 
from there on the formulation of this chapter fails* The 
overshooting is the essential phenomenon in probe collection 
in the presence of a strong magnetic fields 
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Chapter I? 
The Probe Characteristic 
Ao The behavior of the probe characteristic 
A1 o The floating potential 
/ / - €Vf _ -d \ 
At the floating potential ( 0{ —* "-pr •— ^ fl 
e 1 I = I o As will be seen belows for large negative 0\ 9 
the effect of the magnetic field on both Ie and I 
becomes smallo Because M- is very small |eX/:| should 
be large. Therefore an estimate of o(|«,l) oan be 
taken from the case B = 0? then I o(f 
The results we shall find can be summarized as 
follows© There exists a change in the floating potential^ 
J\0(£ where, A0{^ ~ 0(1 )« This change is attributable 
-to two effects appearing in Ie| one is present whenever 
the probe area differs from the area of its (two=sided) 
cross=section^ the other is a small variations at cK^^f9 
i in the current density itself« The change in I is 
negligible® The slope of I at Oi^ experiences a 
relatively small decrease because of the magnetic field® 
A precise determinatiai of both (Xr and -2-i. is of 
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interest because these are two features of the I =• Y„ 
P 
diagram which are readily accessible from experiments© 
Equating the right~hand sides of (3963) and (3a73) we 
obtain 
> 1 + e * f f £ f ^ ~ ^ 7 l ^ <r^ ^ ^  
where "both sides represent the non-dimensional electron 
density current to the probe* As o{-^-—°os fC2^^ 0» % <C 1 )-^ 0 
and both sides of (4«1 ) must vanish at the Same rate» 
For —o(f large but finite9 y'("£ = °» %k^- ^ ) ^ c 1 will be 
satisfied and therefore T ^- 1 in the whole *-y wu planee 
Then. (3s62) can be linearized and le found analytically© 
We expand j and from (3o62) - (3*64) is obtained 
(4.2) 
with the boundary conditions 
(&<+£a)4-»-©o i all 3 
i l l -^O forte|>f) 
B £ t e * 0 » , " ' - ' ( 4 . 3 ) 
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An equivalent expansion of (4,1) yields 
z(- not)4 
(4-© 4* J 
where 
<
-^
+£#+"-)}=-<^+3|+...] 
< T * = / > H J 2 J E V (4.5, 
(To expand the error function, we have used the asymptotic 
expansion 
erf«=1-<rf^^{,_JL+0^j} 
for large x« ) 
If we know li (^~ oJj%A£ i) we have in the right-
hand side of (494) the first two terms in an expansion 
of the electron current density«. To find M-Q w e &ave 
to solve the first term of (4e2)g 
B^ 2 %sttk *"*\ (4o6) 
with the boundary conditions from (4„3) 
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MAAA- To ~~ 
»o<p 
-(9 (*T\fJl>1 
$=o (4»7) 
Bqe (4Q6) is Laplace's equation It results 
immediately that a cylindrical probe (s = 0) is not a 
transposed problem9 independently of its shape parallel 
to B9 because the solution of Laplace8s equation has a 
logarithmic divergence at infinity in two dimensions| a 
probe infinitely long and perpendicular to B disturbs 
the plasma in its 'entiretyo (A cylindrical probe in a 
collision-dominated plasma poses a. similar difficulty)« 
From now on we shall consider only the case s = 1„ 
For s = 1, (4*6) and (4«7) are analogous to the 
equations describing a disc with a given electric oharbe 
density at the surface© While the problem of a disc with 
a given potential is an old one J53j
 9 • the author is not 
aware of any published solution to the present problem^ 
moreover the solution has some interest for the computations 
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of Section, B® for this reason we digress briefly to 
exhibit the solution to (4*6) a,nd (4<>7)» 
We can write 
for the solution of Ijaplace's equation in cylindrical 
coordinates;, whenever there is symmetry with respect to 
the plane ^= 0 and T Q satisfies certain weak conditions 
at ^^O/^r^fO (see [53] )« JQ is the Bessei function 
of the first kind of order zero* 
We have to integrate 
c<3 
/A( 
because we only need J Q ( ^ , J , 0 ) S TO f i nd the unknown func t ion 
A('f-) we use boundary c o n d i t i o n s from (4ffl7K They may be 
expressed 
00 
*R° 
f{(%)%To(%&U%-= 0 , %k>1 (4.9b) 
The inversion formulae for Hankel transforms 
o 
give immediately from (4 s9a) and (499b) 
J 
Aft)=/jJUj.f??M 
Using Poisson8s i n t e g r a l for JQJ 
—. '2. f Ppsll: ib T /> q | _  - PS^ .fc"
there r e s u l t s ( in tegra t ing f i r s t over ^ in the double 
in t eg ra l ) ? * 
i \ ' 2 
Hence we obtain ^ 
(4J0) 
Interchanging order of integration there results a type 
of integral whose discontinuous solution Is p^l s 
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Therefore for n = 0^  the range t>-"$k>0 gives no 
contribution to the second integral in (4o10)« We get 
t(t^0^i)^£LB(fJ (4.11) 
where E (%K) is the complete elliptic integral of the 
second kind? E ^ R J has a smooth variation from B(0) = -4» 
to E(1 ) = 1 • 
We can now find j . because we have an explicit 
boundary condition for it in (494)ffl However the lineari-
zation is valid only if ] Q is small enough, we therefore 
neglect 7. in the right-hand side of (4e4)0 
A simple integration now gives Ie% 
*«"" ,00 
T * r^J 
(4.12) 
z
 2f-m)V4 J v ^ %j 
J I t i s easy t o show t h a t r$^p-(%>k)<^%u. = ~"T°~} 8Jl<^ 
J ^ K *{K - - J p , Then, f i n a l l y ? 
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I Wte/(2TT)% 
1' 2rrl(s4J/2 TO ;J 
For very large negative oi the right-hand side 
of (4„1) takes the form y^—sy I therefore the only changes 
introduced by the magnetic .field ares (1 ) the factor -s— 
before the square bracketf and (2) the term •—rTTZT'th 
within it© The last terms, T/TZTTV-j » is very small and 
Z \~ T\(X) 
can be neglectede 
The effective area of a spherical probe in a 
p 
strong magnetic field is that of a two-sided discs, 2rrR l 
1 the factor ™s~ shifts Q(f to more positive values 
by an amount equal to vn2 because I depends very 
little on Oi for large
 9 negative 0(- 0 
i For large enough^ negative values of p(» 1 is 
sometimes talcen9 for B = Os as 
as given in [sjl an examination of Laframboise°s numerical 
results for I^rr Te (see [\0]9 Jig. 20) shows .that the 
factor —p— should be changed into (2TT) times a factor 
between «4— and 2 (for <^ %? between w r and rgw)» 1?®% 
0a then (Xp £^ ~5 s using (4© 13) arising from the presence 
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of the magnetic field can be as large as 25^ ® The total 
shift is /\'c4, = 0(1 )9 and is therefore important© 
1 To find (Xf exactly9 1 has to be obtained., 
¥e shall consider now the case A ^ H | for B = 0 this is 
the collisionless theory for which feframboise8s computa^ 
tions are available MQjf« This is the dilute plasma cage 
of Section I«B and Figure 5» For A < R this theory is 
certainly not correct» 
The basic result., obtained from a study of Figs® 209 
22 and 27b (and also Figs,, 25» 26, 27a, 39 and 41 ) of [JQ], 
a°e the weak dependent: of I1, for A|^1 $nd <X<OiPs (conditions 
satisfied in %he present .case) XtpO'C: aj whe value 
of (X j b) the distribution function of the ions at infinity 
and e) the geometry of the probe
 0 This means that for 
* 
changes of order unity in these conditions _, Hi-^1«» If 
these conditions themselves experience a small change, Ail i s a second=order quantity© 
1 L 
For Q£<^ Uf $S^z™ ° H - ^ 0 ( Z | - » o o ) ) l s smal l and 
Ie is near its value for the same; cK, and B ;= 0 (the 
factor —5— excluded)* The small perturbations at %«—-SB-CO 
on a) the potential? b)f and c) the spherical symmetry 
i 
of the problem produce a higher order correction on I * 
Therefore^ to find o{ (4® 13) can be used for le and 
Laframboise8s results can be used for I « 
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The slope of the I <= V diagram at the floating 
•P 
potential can be found from (4013)9 because 
•—-j A/ A-L 
i 
which results from the insensibility of I to a change in 
•j 
o{@ It can be observed that while the factor -s— appears 
also in -4- , it does not. produce a change in %»s-> -
because of the shift of ^itself» The correction to 
dl j 
,.., is basically due to the bracket in (4*43) differing 
from unity and therefore is less important than the change 
in ^C_pe 
A20 The ion saturation current 
For o(-£ otf o^ slightly larger (—o&<.o(& 305)$ 
the argument given above is valid© Thus we have both 
components of I over this range of e{0 In particular 
for cf->-oe> i?->0 and 1^ = I*(B F 0) as obtained from 
laframboise8s computations* 
A3» The transition region and.the space potential 
1 
For (X 7 » 3®5s> I decreases rapidly^ moreover 
the detailed form of the decrease depends sensibly on the 
geometry of the problem and other ponditionso Therefore 
the results from \J0] can be used no longer** But for these 
e i 
more positive values of 0($ I becomes much larger than 1® 
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Therefore I ^ 1 and the accuracy of this approximation 
improves as tX grows» 
To find 1 we have to solve now the non^llnear 
equations (3e6"2) and (3»64 ) where the second condition 
in (3*64b) is given by (4*1 )«, The results of the numerical 
computations are presented and discussed in section B» 
A4» The electron saturation current 
When o{ is not of order unity but large enough, 
the overshooting of the electric potential disappears* 
as seen in Figure 8,, This : can be shown roughly by observing 
from (4,3,1 ) that 
^ ^ - g ^ [ i H ^ - « f J <*•<*: 
f so tha t as c< grows T has t o grow@ Then in the lef t -hand 
f (4*1 ) e e z ' should grow and thus 
L(«- ^V)><> 
or 
and since ^ Q •=. ^ ~ 
Fig® S* The over shooting of the potentials 
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It has been assumed in (4„4A ) that —-=./ grows 
monotonically with /(£ = 0)a This is not necessarily true 
for all ^K«£ 1 f however, on the average over the probe 
region, ^ X 1 s>; -^r/ should increase as T {4~ 0) 
increases© Thus the above argument is only qualitative; 
moreover the variation of the error function becomes impor« 
J^ty $& o<
 e since this equality is reached for 
different % s s successively9 this variation of v^^ |/|Lc^ L.<x | 
is of less importance if the argument is made on the averages 
That CX grows faster than- ^ 0 = / ™ ^ r has been observed in 
the present computations© 
Therefore for ^ larger than a certain value the 
formulation of"Section III-F falls* nevertheless^ it is 
possible to show that this formulations, as represented 
by equations (5*62) and (3*64), contains a saturation of 
the electron currents If (T is small enoughs the asymp~ 
totlo limit of Ie is clearly defined before the ove.r« 
shooting disappears'* 
The reason for this saturation is the strong 
non»linear character of Ef« (3e62)s 
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As j increases the second term becomes negl ig ib le compared 
to the f i r s t because of the faptor e°° * Thus for j 
very large 
&ssk^O> of- -Z-; =r c o n s t a n t (4S15) 
3 + 
w
 cannot go to 
infinity but should approach a finite asymptotic value« 
low in the limit of T (£=0)-*-(X>, l^ r 
In effect this slope would be constant), from 
(4„15) until } = 0(1 ) e If the solution of T were curve 1 
in Figure 9S j would approach values of order unity with 
a very large negative slope» Then before the second term 
in (3*62) could produce a sensible curvature* T would 
overshoot to large* negative values^ following curve 1!t 
instead of 1 *'* . 
Prom this argument there results also that large 
values of i
 s or /fQ» are obtained only inside the "shadow" 
as we already 'knew* If r (,£ = 0, $k> 1 ) were to be 
very large it would remain so because of (4*15) and the 
first equation of (3»64b)e This result is discussed in 
Appendix F in conjunction with the analysis of the %Q$Z*«» ,„ 
layers* 
For 0\ larger than the value at which the over-
shooting disappears, the electrons would be attracted in 
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Fig* 9* The slope of the potential 
Fig9 10s The domain 
of 
Integration 
to ?k 
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the zQs,z. "layers® If we retain a Maxwelllan form for the 
electrons at z^—^oas we would find 
so that 
The current then would "be 
_ h£** ~ °) 
m 0 u 2 ^ M V ™ » ~ _ , — • (4. iff) 
This is also the limiting form of (3«?3) when oc = ^A^ Z2 = ^' 
(4»16") does not depend onK j however* since /( Q(%O = °) =C'<' 
is satisfied for %%£• 1 $, successively9 there is a smooth 
approach to a constant value of the current© This result 
is unreliable because of the use of a Maxwelllan distri=> 
bution function is unjustifiede 
B® Results of the computations. 
The equation 
-§^ + e hsfy ^7% mJJ =•0 
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has been solved numerically using the University of Colorado 
0D0 3600 computer« The boundary conditions imposed are 
(K+fJt 
at t=0 If l0r ^>1 
= c7
 ** £,= 0 
The condition at infinity is however difficult 
to take into account* Thus the integration has been made 
over a finite domains, A coordinate asymptotic expansion 
for J was obtained for large (ig,^ f£J '« The known 
behavior of 7 at infinity then allowed the use of a 
finite domain (see Pig® 10), 
For /?K + §TJ large enough, j will be very 
small© It is possible to perform an expansion of the 
forms 
where 
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wwi -JsL — n 
(~trCz\k 
The, results given below,., is then used as the boundary 
condition as f%,t i £j ) — * &0 for the numerical calculations 
in the finite domain® 
The equations for the ^.8s are of the form 
For 5 = O9 0 0« Since Laplace°s equation has a 
logarithmic divergence at infinity in the ease s = 0, 
we shall consider s to be 1« 
The complete solution of the system (4017) is 
the general solution to the homogeneous system plus 
particular solutions to the inhomogeneous equations* The 
first can be expressed? using spherical coordinates9 as 
£Ts("*o)[%i + bf(] P 
where 
and P« are the Legendre polynominals* 
Because j->0 as f*-^oo
 9 b. ^  0 for all C« Also 
7 should have $ = 0 as a plane of symmetry« Thus a» = 09 
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8 4 a 
f o r L odde The above express ion "becomes 
y do , ?- #7 , 
f P3 
To find the solution to 
we change theiLaplace operator to spherical coordinates© 
@. is given by 
Using 
(9-j is expanded in Legendre polyn.ominals and it is 
immediately obtained for '-k 
Thus for large f 
f f 
The symmetry with respect to "C= 0 has allowed us to 
obtain two terms of the expansion with only one constant? 
the terms Oi^ ) would involve a new constant a2e 
How in Figure 10.a boundary condition is available 
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along AB choosing this boundary far enough? eliminating 
an between T and JLJ we have 
% u(%) • •U/ i ' \ 1+^)7 
At point 0 this condition becomes 
She elliptic differential equation (3*^ 2.) was then 
changed into a finite difference equation® fhis was 
solved by row relaxation® In the iterative procedure, the 
system of equations was linearized using y^"' for the 
terms non-linear in the p*11 iteration 
An array of 50 times 50 meshes was chosen® In 
order to have a sensible estimate of 
the iteration,', a large negative value of (X was chosen first 
equation was available (see Section IV«A)«» Eaen, for fixed 
values of <X , and (J$>+ 1) lfB(z.)^" , a scaling of the 
solution to the case o{~ o(f was chosen as initialization 
for the case o( **„ where o(a •» " tofa^ &<* ^ &e scaling was 
made by writing 
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where T Is the result of the final iteration and j 
is an average of T (£^ 09 '%v,<\ )» When &V-j •=• Ota = t 
the number of iterations required was around 10, but for 
°V.i " ^ ^ 2 i-b increased up to 102« Approximately 15 
iterations were performed per minute© 
An accuracy of \% was chosen for the derivative 
;r-s at (£ = 0S £,,<£ 1 ). This derivative is much more 
sensitive than j itself so that this accuracy corresponded 
to errors of order of a few thousandths in j e Although 
it was not usedj a convergence criterion was available9 
of a type sometimes found for elliptic equationsi it 
connects the behaviors of y a^ opposed regions of the 
contours If (3e62) is - integrated over > between sero and 
infinity we.have
 o0 
Integrating now over ^vdfk between ?L = 0 a&d a large 
value of ^9"* vs> "bh,® right-hand side is zero for "!]->* 1s 
Therefore 
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c J^  2 ^ __ ur U K A. 3 „ 3 ^l/J 
= /k <l^i 
<&*s 
We now write ^r= -^-
 t Integrate and let 
k™^^' ^ e r e s u l * ^ s 
I e ^ /S^d^H- = -aQ (4.18) 
This relation between the behavior of ^ at ( £= 09C <L 1 ) 
/• 2 21^ 
and (>f +Z* y —> oO can be used for overrelaxation in the 
iterative process. 
The behavior of j at > = 09 ^ = 1 appears to 
be regular* In Section IV-A1 we showed it for large 
negative &< , such that linearization was possible? this 
is contrary to the case of a disc at constant potential 
(see [53/) where a singularity exists at >= 0si = 1 
(however,, it is integrable and has a very localized 
effect; the theoretical calculation of the electric capacity 
of a disc agrees"very well with the experimental value)«, 
When o< became more positive no anomaly was observed 
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around this critical point» 
Eq,« (4*18) can be understood observing that 
(3*62) can be written-
(9(r) represents thus a "charge density" in .a Poisson^type 
equation? integrating over the whole space it is seen that 
His, i% & = o 
Thus the t o t a l "charge" i s tha t of the "disc" a t ^ - 0 , 
£ «£ 1 and i s given by in tegra t ing the e l e c t r i c f i e ld 
(r\jS,-I I over t h i s area9 Because an represents in a 
solut ion to l ap l ace ' s equation the t o t a l charge, (4«4&) 
follows® 
In I'ig9 11 the field along the z=axis is represented 
in norma1!zed units f and C. It can be observed that the 
slope n , *ioh decreases immediately for small f( f= 0), 
remains constant over some distance for larger j( £*= 0) s as 
observed, in Section l?»ii4 in connection with the sa tura t ion 
effect* 'Hie saturation however, does not appear yet for 
these small values of f.x« As c< increases
 s the overshooting 
iL^dp-o) o^l decreases as observed in Figure 11 „ 
L M. " J 
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Figure 12 r e p r e s e n t s the f i e l d a long the ^ « a x i s 
fo r (5* = 104j z. = 1, £ = 1 and s e v e r a l va lues of 0( „ The 
f i e l d has a behavior completely d i f f e r e n t than t h a t along the 
z - a x i s | t he s lope zrs~ i s not monotonia and i s very l a rge 
around ^ = f, when the c u r r e n t c o l l e c t e d i s l a r g e e I t i s 
observed t h a t as i(g= 0 , £ < 1 ) i n c r e a s e s * T ( Zf = 0 9 " f ^ > 1 ) 
remains smal l as was observed i n Sec t ion I?-A40 The absence 
of a bu i l d up of the f i e l d for 5 v > 1 i-s ^ l s o d i scussed i n 
Appendix F* 
In Figure 13 a panoramic r e p r e s e n t a t i o n i s made of 
T fo r the above va lues of (T ,z.t J$ and f o r (X = 0.32* 
I t has been observed i n the numer ica l r e s u l t s t h a t 
a s 7 ( ^ = 0) i n c r e a s e s the r a t i o ^~ - - - ^% which f o r j—^Q 
goes t o fjfrf =s -!J-c^,1,57 (see Sec t ion IV-A1 ) , decreases . . 
This can be seen a l s o i n Figure 12* As f o r the r a t i o 
-ftCtW-Q /^- \e_ ;Thich goes t o 1 as T~*"0, i n c r e a s e s wi th 7 , 
but i t t ends GO t a p e r off because of the n o n - l i n e a r e f f e c t i n 
(3»62); t hus ^ ^ " i s not s i n g u l a r a t ( 5 = 0, l;, = 1 ) as i n 
t h e e l e c t r o s t a t i c problem of a d i sc a t g iven p o t e n t i a l , , 
In f igure 14 the normalized e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t 
I—2- /i/~r\*I R Mli0{-iJJ i s r e p r e s e n t e d versus oifor p= 1, and s e v e r a l 
values of" "^  (z.) Q"; in the figure the curves have been 
labelled assuming z. = 16 As it is seen the results seem 
to be valid for smaller values of B up to B = 0. For (X-^--°° 
all the curves collapse together, as observed in Section IV-A1@ 
i e 
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Also for -5 <£ (X < "j s where floating potential is expected^ 
a significant change on I
 s and therefore on (X«9 Is 
observed for large B8 The curve in the transition region has 
not an exponential forms. as it has "been often assumed (see 
Chen's review in J25j }„ For o(^ '2 an increase in the slope 
e 
of I appears* i'his is certainly a spurious result; it 
appears when the argument of the error function becomes 
small (small overshooting;? then? as commented in Section 
III-Fs, the boundary condition (4*1 ) is not valid& It can be 
seen there that the denominator in the right°hand side of 
(4„1) decreases from 2 to 1sincreasing, although indirectlys 
the current9 This hides any beginning saturation for these 
small values of 0(» For 0"' large enough it would be possible 
to observe clearly the suturation? unfortunately lvf approaches 
unity on the boundary A3 or Figure 10s for increasing Ofs and 
the boundary condition there breaks down© A problem, of 
storage in the computer was found; the possible extension 
from 50 x 50 to 80 x 80 meshes does not help sensibly 
because^.s seen in figure 11, T decreases very slowly at these 
distances* Th.& study of larger (X 9ss, including the range 
past the overshooting using the formulation suggested in 
Section 111-1% Is intended .in future worko 
Figure 15 shows the dependence on JB » it is 
significant e;o as to provide information on the temperature 
ratio® 
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Chapter Y 
Discussion 
A« Extensions of the theory 
A number of new effects can be immediately 
included in the .present theory® Some others require a 
modification which., at present, is not straight forward*, 
A, firsts, simple correction stems from the 
consideration of the work function of the probe« If its 
surface is in a pure conditions, this is done by simply 
shifting the origin of potentials? moreover,* it affects 
only the determination of the space potential© layers 
of impurities oan affect the I « V diagrams unless kf 
is large a Often it is convenient to heat the probe by 
drawing large saturation current® Nonuniform work functions 
were considered by Medicus [55j® 
Seconds, reflection is easily taken into account 
because the electrons have a well»defined motion toward 
the probe? here the longitudinal shape of the probe may 
have some effect0 
Third,, recombination ean be included^ by adding 
a term (f£f to the continuity equation (3©62) in the 
2g«layer9 because there »Q = ni = e°° ^ 1 cf is a non=» 
dimensional recombination coefficients In the interior 
2-layergj, gradients are strong and more over
 9 the densities 
are small BO that recombination in zQ and z^  is not 
important® 
The;extension of'the theory to weakly-ionized 
gages introduces a simplification* Neutrals are not 
affected by the fields and.., because the charged-partiole 
concentrations are small the neutrals are not affected 
at all and transport coefficients are constants Thus$, 
both weak and^strong variations in (3©58) disappear and 
(3©58) becomes Laplace's equation which is solvable ana« 
lytically0 However, the Z|»layer has no simplification 
as in our cases moreover^, the neutrals only force the 
electrons to be isotropic^ A new ordering of length scale 
appears necessary^, 
Anomalous diffusion can possibly be dealt with 
if a rational -theory for the transport coefficients in 
such conditions is available® neverthelesss. the interior 
z»layere do not seem simple to analyze in.unstable 
situations» 
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The extension of the range of magnetic field 
strengths considered in the present theory may he readily 
accomplished for certain ranges of the non-dimensional 
parameters© As we saw in Chapter III, the restriction 
yW-<^ <T (i«e,, E « f j is not necessary for the determination 
of I o Neither is 'U<($~9 so that the case Ai>0™ is 
includedi it is only required that 0"" not be much less 
thany^s To obtain I , the condition M.«T is necessary 
and seems to be sufficients The case Qr-^M-
 9 where B 
is enormously large does not appear to present any 
difficulty in; a treatment lUce the present onee In the 
limit B->>co,.our. formulation for I has a proper behaviors, 
giving for a fixed <x 9 a zero limiting value of 1 1 (see 
equations (3*62)9 (3»6^ -) and (4«t) with CF->0)e However, M, 
should go to zero at the same timeo 
The extension to low values of B seems corrects 
i but only for a restricted range of ex * For 1 $, the 
discussion of Chapter IV remains valid9 For Ie it is 
only necessary to consider equation (4a1 ) as 6^ ->-oo (B-K))* 
It is immediate that for a fixed cX
 9 *—, _ Oj ^ "i.i /~**u as 
cr-p-oo and this in "proper" way so that 
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Now (3»62) i s l inear for small T 9 and T^CT™ for large 0"% 
This implies that the overshooting goes to zero as B—^0® 
Z A R 
Moreoverj, the z 2 - l aye r i t s e l f shrinks to zeros L2 = ™j- = 
\ °»1 z ce 
=: X C and thus as C5"-->oO » J»o ^s first of order A and 
then much smaller© Thus the perturbation vanishes in 
distances of the scale of \ when B—>0 (R should be 
smaller than X )« . 
Because the overshooting decreasess the upper 
limit of o( available shifts to the lefts, too? at B = 0 
this limit is oi = 0 (see the argument of the error function 
in (401 )j» However^ for 0(^0 and B = p9 le = r^-]% 
in non-dimensional.units except for d very near zeroe In 
(4,1 ) with j = 09 the value of le Is different for small 
-Of! for o« => f the. difference is less than 8% and for 
<X< - 2 less than 1#* For small but non^zero B the 
usable range of eK. extends to the righto The reason for 
this difficulty is thatj, for small Bs the transverse 
motion of the electrons across B near the probe is 
important© 
In brief9 the present theory seems correct from 
B ^ O (in the range" «<?o<£tf.2£ 2) to B—» <=><?( in the range 
»W<o(^«?)
 an;d i f ( ^ 0(E)a 
1 
Bo Conclusion 
The present study is a consistent asymptotic 
analysis in the limit when some small parameters9 which 
appear naturally in the problems, approach zero9 The whole 
I « V diagram is considered., with varying degrees of 
restrictive assumptions in the several parts of the 
characteristic» 
The dependence on the non-dimensional parameters 
air rp0 
evolves naturally? the parameters o<= *?*•& , B^- s ™ ~ » z. 
., fa g 1 
and yWr j . intervenes when both I and I are 
important (in particular in the determination of (X« and 
A / 
| r r , )• Although £™ —p and $*" £ ~ —p~ determine 
d^A tf=0<p/ & ^ > \ 
the extent of the perturbation of the plasma by the probe 
(for instance the extent along B is of order of 
(}f £) R) they do not affect the collected currents The 
basic reason why does not appear in I is that, while 
the collecting fields become weaker in the z2«»layer as 
increases., the extension of the perturbation is larger so 
that transverse diffusion fills the "shadow" of the pro'be 
over longer distances Moreover, if the weak dependence 
on UQ were retained in (3« h both and would 
enter the expression for I * 
The multiple scales method of Bogolinbov was 
1 
used®(*> I t al lowed us t o demonstrate the s t r u c t u r e of 
the space around the probe «> In two i n t e r i o r z » l a y e r s 
c o l l i s i o n s were unimpor tant 9 whi le i n z ? they were 
dominant9 except for a subregipn around ( 5 ? 09 jL* -^ 1 ) 
where a t r a n s i t i o n between both s i t u a t i o n s occurs*. This 
sub layer could not be s epa ra t ed from the Zp- layers i t s 
cdiaractprfj-FiiDic iPii^rh c l i an^d eot idnt iously of nrdbr of 
magnitude,, flareoyc^r,, na'lf f o r "•> •"- i AiJ p+'esuuto 
pip t'xistenofc OA r.ii overshoot ing of the p o t e p ^ l g l 
i n s i d e th/ ' '"feJhadof1"^  -piliiuh goes bw i n f i n i t y q.b cf--*- 09i 
s i m p l i f i e d the ocnrplicrttina uf isuis sublayer b&cause th§ 
r e p e l l i n g po^ent.^D'l fifeM and tho Haiffei^LIan c h a r a c t e r § | 
t h e Hleptyono in, fahfi rper-c OA fehc z.^apauos a l low t o B*^ at@ 
t h a t the e l e c t r o n s are. |foxwt3ll^,Rji i n tho whole &n»faye.rP 
Af* «f incrao.sea beyond va lues of order t4\ tT°" 
success ive po in t s on the probe (from %,_ = 1 feoL = 0 ) 
reach a monotonio p o t e n t i a l from the probe t o i n f i n i t y * 
She accuracy of the polnfeiou depends, f i r p t ? on 
the k i n e t i c equat ions used and the t r a n s p o r t coe f f i c i en t s , 
obta ined from them^ She c o r r e c t e d Bala son C a n a r d 
equat ion^ have a high degree of accuracy fo r £ pmailf 
(*) !§hi@ method appears s u i t a b l e f§'ff i r i b i f i g suo.h ag 
c o i l i s i o n l e ^ s shock "waves**. 
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however transport ooefflcients are not available for all 
ranges of parameters -of interests, not even for a pure 
B<=Xf models As used in the present study errors of order 
(tV,A)°° are expectsds although if [ *c /[* this is 
not generally truea 
Second9 the accuracy of the expansion itself 
depends on the small parameter^* Because one cannot 
exclude the possibility of-logarithms or fractional powers 
of these parameters9 an analysis of the following terms 
in the expansion is necessary to determine the errors® 
Finally9 the numerical computations are accurate 
to \%* 
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Ji-P P cXid JUJv jfa. 
We want to find the equation satisfied by a 
system of non-interacting particles in the presence of 
electric and magnetic fields® The Lagrangian for such a 
system is (using cylindrical coordinates)6 
L = LU k s4 l c ) = T » Q T + J l L A » i ? (A. l ) 
Here q< = r , f2 = Os 9L = z ; Q and M a re t h e charge and 
the mass of a p a r t i c l e £ A and 
s c a l a r p o t e n t i a l s of the f i e l d , 
ii = isfSS" x A ~ °mT^ 
V a re the v e c t o r and 
We have fo r "§" and E* 
1 1 e 
A T0 A 
'0 
1 
* -v • z 
3r "a^ "5z° 
A. 
E = 
Hami l ton ' s equa t ions are 
= ^ % 
and the L i o n / i l l e equa t ion for a cloud of one <•» p a r t i c l e 
systems i n t h i s s ix -d imens iona l phase space i s 
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3 fc
 k ^pk Sqk k ^qk ^ \ 
where 
*<Hk 
(A» 2 j 
Then (A,2) becomes 
^ , ( ; l L , + @4L + 2 ! - ) F + /(Mr ©2 - Q M at + xr 5r + e 55 + z 5z ; 1 + \ ] ^r 
Q [ o r
 s "h-^e » i ® z • 3 
** az c 
^A 6
 ^ 9 A ^ z * I I ^ 
9A
 # ^AQ ^ A # 
^p. 
F1 = ° 
The momenta are9 from (A«1), 
£ "* 9r i f f | Ar 
Pa = H = Mr2e + | A@r 
^ #2 . C Z 
and therefore we can write 
and 
w — 
w@ -
W 2 
r -
r© = 
z = 
Pj? 
P@ 
PE 
t o cage 
C 
„ a 
Mr 
c 
M 
AT" 
JLQT 
Ag 
w 0 | p @ » r s 0 ? z j » w z | p z ? r $ 0 9 z j ) 
— F.j ( r 9 0 ^ z 9P^,si P Q S P Z )O 
Then we obtain 
at + " r ' d-r + r a? + wz 1$z M ^ a r aw r 
0 
(w@)' 
+ ** - - , ^g 
lz | ^ l + r ^w r 
wrtw. 
r ?»w« + Mc l J-a* •*• A J ' a * ~ dW@ ' c 
1 
=jp_a> |g. = 0, | g = 0 and B 2 ~ X 1 = B? 5 £ = u, ^ = u ana a = ^ X A = B.g 
there r e su l t s 
wr ar + wz az M | ar mT 3z 2^zj+ 
r \ 5wr wr ^w@ j + Mo | w@ ^ w r 
„
 w « ^ , j _ o (A© 3) 
Eq.8 (A»5) is the left-hand side of (1 »4) and (1<?5) 
for s = 1 (J = r} !f = 0) 
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Appendix B 
Th© Fofcker Planck c o l l i s i o n operator i s given 
in any of the following equivalent forms 
5"pal „ im®^(kj\zi <- « 2 / d-
 wa a uab 1 > 2 wa 
® T-P m b ^ ^w &™ 3w^w 
4rte tnAZ~ . „ o / m„ „
 v mb a 
»p mf b " \ "*b m" + nf 
&*> - W S ^ i <£ 2 ? I 4 T T ^ FaFb
 + B^LJL. 
„ M Z , o ^ a a. 1 5 G * O i l fR ?> 
P* j&£- 3a. Fa M-. (BO) 
dw ^ aw' 
where 
„ab _ mb + ma / o £ L . .
 Pab __ L b i a rt«( ^ t 
J I w « w°| J 
(B.4) 
mb 
( ' See for instance I^ P* Shkarofsky, T* ¥,,. Johnston and 
M3 P* Bachynsky9 "The Particle Kinetics of Plasmas," Addison-
Wesley., Reads,s Massej 1966}, Chapter 7» 
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are the Rosenbluth potentials [56] « 
The Balescu«Lenard collision operator Is very 
similar to the third form given above for j«~] (*)§ 
5* I g ^Zf:£ 2L2 L • Aw' {& l{t .[H - w»] )Jfr 
B-L m| b ^ ^ l^l" 
,/j.* l£i „
 F
a
 ^ 2 k , ) (Bo5) 
where £ + is the contracted product of Kk and the 
dielectric tensor* 
In (B»3) the integral is logarithmically divergent 
at fc equal to.sero and infinity* Two cut-offs have to he 
introduceds fcmax = ^ A L and ^min = ^D' * Tiiey ¥ere £i-TB^ 
introduced by Ohandrase&har [33] » K»Q,r A-s ill»defined and 
often is chosen9 simply» AT, » A T is the classical 
distance of closest approach9 p p In [33] » the inter-* 
particle distance was chosen for ^ir, (^ min = H )« 
Spitzer (see [^4j) proved that the Dehye length is a more 
1 
proper choice for kC*n* •^ ie logarithmic dependence of 
on these parameters and the large value of the ratio 
g~—•— for a classioal plasma m^ ,ke the result insensitive 
to some variation in this ration X-n represents the 
. / jj-m i 1 / 2 
collective screenings A-n == ( ——-wl • 
u
 \4TWe^i 
it T*& 
If the ions$, with charge 4Ze, contribute to 
the screening (in slow processes )9 then A-n should toe 
more properly written 
1/2 
M 
Y I 6 
D
 UTTedN(1 + «S. Z j 
1 ! 
In (Bo5)» the integral is divergent at k ~Q© 
and again kTO„„„ c*z, 3AT h&s to be introduced? but the m a x jj 
factor f£+i includes the (dynamic) screening at small 
The mean free path for the coulombian collisions 
represented by (B«1) » (B»6) can be found approximately by 
a simple dimensional arguments A magnitude with dimension 
of length and inversely proportion!,! to the density is 
A = — r - ^ — = -£-* (B.7) 
Ne N A L 
From elementary kinetic theory this corresponds to a hard-
sphere type of interactions, with interaction radius of 
order A r» Because collisions are not strictly binary $ 
however, b8 is .not a purely numerical factor but depends 
on the density % 
I T"J) 
•5s — _ « _
 f b ^ (2TT)"' 
One can also obtain equation (B»7) from the 
first equation of the B-B-G-K-Y hierarchy® 
It is possible to speak of a mean free path 
(nufePs) for different processes; it is apparent that 
interaction of electrons with each otherg momentum inter-
change between ions9 electrons} and interaction between 
the ions themselves are characterized by the same nuf.p* 
(The relaxation times will differ because of different 
average velocities)» 
Howevera for energy interchange between electrons 
. / me \Vz 
and ions9 b 8 ^ ( jr~"/ • Thus the energy coupling is 
relatively weak as compared to other aspects of the inter-
action* This can be shown from (B»3) or (B»5)« In both 
integrals there appears the quantity 
Fb 0]? -j^a c?F a /-n Q \ 
3w" m-u Sw 3w' 
If a_ means electrons and b_ means ions9 the second term 
/me \'^  
is of order (m°"J a s compared to the first© We can 
expand vr in terms of this ratio® We drop the second 
term in (Bo 8) and write 
1 44-
£(£-[*- W4]) ^ J(£* w) (B.9) 
and drop the summation over the ions in & + e Then for 
both the F°=p and the BvL operators the integration over 
W 5 is immediatej the result Is 
r* e • / r m 1 I 
Eqs<> (B«9) and (Ba10) are used throughout Chapter 111© 
Before showing the cause of the long nuf<>p<» 
for energy Interchanges, we demonstrate that R(P e) vanishes 
whenever the operator R. a,ots on an isotropic function® 
To see this observe that both (B«3) and (B«5) vanish 
for 3? and F Maxwellian at the same temperature, 
because then " 
TOb 9F a -a 9 F b fa _ m a bffa /¥f *, * 
Because this is multiplies by t and there is a factor 
%(X * [w » wBJ ) in the integration over !c (or over ^8)s> 
the integral vanishes,* ^** 
(*) fhe B»L operator with.the magnetic field included 
satisfies the same property; see [42]
 e 
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How i f Fe i s i so t rop ic 
ML „ 1 ~^ e 
-» _ _ — T . ^ , ( B e l I / 
2^ w S>w 
Dropping the second term in (B*8) and writing (B«9) implies 
that the product 
. §"(5; • w)k . w ~ «°~ 
appears in an integration in R9 if (Be 11 ) is satisfied* 
Thereby R(fe) = 0o 
A similar argument causes the large nu£«p9 cited 
above* Integrating (B»3) or (Be5) over -^ - dw and using 
(B»10) we have 
($We w2 -»' % /* e *2 - ffmef j 
I •*»•£- «^ » dw = -x— I R(F )W dw + 0 I —= / (Bo 12) 
R(Fe) is of the type (se© (B.J) or (B.5) a-nd (B..8), (B*9) 
and (B,10))s 
R(P8) = i * f? dS* A(w9Fe) 5"(?.w") dW J 
Then in (1»12) any Integral such. $.8 
vanishes because the integration over wi can be done 
y 
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(SI 
and F (w + 00 ) = 0 e Those I n t e g r a l s such as 
Jw2 dif.^- ricxd?i,(w9Fe) J(k»f) 
can be summed to •••-yield 
- 2 . ^ / k w .¥'A(w,Fe ) 5*(S". w) 
and aga in t h i s i n t e g r a l van i shes because of the product 
t- , (W • E") ^(W . S") 
/Imefl The result is.that only the term 0 I r~ I in (B»10) 
contributes to the interchange of energy between ions and 
electrons© 
It was observed in Section I»0 that the orders of 
magnitude of the m9fep<»8s were not changed by the presence 
of a large magnetic field as long as \_ ^ @Q(*K A 
comparison was made by Hosenberg and Wu [57j » by numerical 
calculations, for the F«P and $=Jc operators:;and the 
relaxation times proved to 'be practically unchanged® 
.(*) We are talking of relaxation processes in velocity 
spacer in physical spapes the transport processes are 
significantly modified© 
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Finally we point out another interesting property 
of the B-L operatorse Assume tha;t the system Is near 
a b 
equilibrium so that F $¥ can be linearised around a 
Maxwellian distribution,. One has to substitute FS. + 4^ 
aH4 * + A* «* * an4 * ^ w a Ap, _ 
small corrections to the Maxwellian distributions« Then 
c+l gives a gero 
contribution because F> , ,and FM appear in (B®8) and 
the collision operator vanishes„ Ihus the special 
dependence of the collision operator on Fa§F (the 
dynamic screening) disappears, and the F«P and B-=>L terms 
are extremely alike« 
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Appendix 0 
We consider here typical ranges of magnitude of 
the five lengths present in this problem*, which can be 
achieved in a thermally ionized cesium plasma of the 
Q-machine type® 
The lengths are given by the expressions 
' ^ m lC / k M ^ i/x Vx -1 -1 
L± _ _ ^ [~m[l ^ Ti mi Z i B 
M e \1/* Vi -Vi 
4mi e \] ^ %
 N
*o 
A : ^ T e ) ,
 m2w»1 ffi M -fc + J 
/\ _ _ „ « O T ^ _ ™ . ^ i e u ^ / «iTe H*, + cons tan t J 
STTN^ e Cn J L 
The four non-dimensional l e n g t h r a t i o s used i n 
t h i s a n a l y s i s a re 
if = J^E.^ /4, 3, i. 
For a t y p i o a l thermal Os plasma, we have the 
fo l lowing cond i t i ons 
Te <^1± *& 2,300°lc 
z i = 1 
j-2. — 0,0020 
m i I 
10 1 0 ^ N^ <. 1 0 1 3 (om,"3) 
6.09 <£ ^ A < 9 .54 
Typical va lues of R and B a re 
, 1 0 ~ 4 < R < 5 x 10°*2 (cm.) 
3 » 1 0 2 ^ B < 3 X 1 0 4 (Gauss) 
The extreme ranges of the five characteristic 
lengths are illustrated below 
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!0 
_i i if 10" -3- 10" IP" 
4; 
A,; 
ft: 
o-
o 
""BjliVieVi 
i/i^r, 
-o 
o- H Ineri 
0-
h/oc infcr. • -O 
Or 
"B i^cb" -O 
-2 As a t y p i c a l c a s e , we cons ide r R = 10 om», 
T = 2S3 x 102 ok9 B = 10 Gauss® Then 
(T= 0,01 1 fL= 0*002; • — = ~ =5 R LL 
1 2 -3 
For N ^ = 10 c i . and the above va lues for 
T and B 
£ = 0,007 
(0,1 ) 
In section I-B, it was shown that the ratio B 
of the perturbation field to the external field is of order 
4 =° fcT, 
m„c e 
^^o/^Uf)"1 2 \2~l ~ "I
 m 2 
A D / I m„c 
and 
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—£*• ^ U 7 x 10"5 for T = 105 °k 
me c 
-1 % 
Because (lf£ ) grows with Tn as TQ and is 
independent of H^ , (except for the weak logarithmic 
variation) for B = 10 Gauss and Ta = 10^ °k we have 
from(o.l) 
"e 
Si = 0 I 1.7 x 10"5 x 10
5 1
3i 
-= 0(1 0"1') 
Thus T t^JO can be considered a critical temperature, 
in this problem* as far as the neglection of ~ is 
cone erned; -s- decreases very fast as TQ decreases* 
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Appendix D 
In 1963 Frieman and Boole [29] found a d i f feren-
t i a l equation for the co r re l a t ion function of an e lec t ron 
plasma in equilibriums, Q ( r ) ; they demonstrated i t s 
v a l i d i t y for a l l distances r between p a r t i c l e s to zero 
AL /-,»•, \°-1 
order in —-=- = (3N-rJ » while the Debye-Huclcel cor-
r e l a t i o n , -r— e p , i s va l id only for r <^  AT* ^&e — r 
equation was 
d£ (2 k\ .*$. .$... 
dr2 + (r - r2j dr " ^2 
= 0 
$(0) = -1 (D.I ) 
$(00) = 0 
They used the "inner and outer" expansion method 
to solve this equation for -r— = 0(1 ) and —r— = 0(1 ) 
A D /\L 
and matched in an intermediate region M-Ji= 0(1 )«, 
Unfortunately the final solution 
cp = -1 + e + - j — - -jr- e + 0 
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gives a divergent equation of s ta te* In 1964- Shure found 
tha t a function * exis ted such tha t 
<|>* / \ L \ 
—-— = 1 + 0 / —f=- uniformly in r e 
$ ( AD / 
He found $ * = (e - 1 )e which gives a convergent 
equation of state* 
We shall now derive $* directly using the 
multiple scales method* As pointed out by Frieman [50j» 
Bogoliubov had both the mathematical method and the 
physical insight to develop the theory which Frieman [_5D] 
and Sandri [51] introduced in 1963e It is also curious 
that Frieman did not use his multiple scales method to 
solve (D«1 )« 
In effect it is tempting to write directly 
from (D*1 ) 
Here £ = -y= and not — p ; also rQ = -£-, AD X AL 
*I = 8*o = 
-f- •• 
/\D 
Upon expanding then and —T— we find 
1 c ° 
+ C Tr"jr""" + « 0 €> '0 
1 
4a /• 
9 r- a \
 c: 
X ^ »,. ——•» -j- c, "T*~S™° + ® a ® I "* C 
"3ro Sri 
TO + £T?1 + **• = 0 \ D& c,) 
$ 0 ( 0 ) = - 1 , $e(oo) = 0 
$ . ( 0 ) = $d(o<?) = 0 J > 1 (D.3) 
Then we can solve the equations of successive 
order in. g s 
3>2$r 5$, 
$r o 
iL » 1 | _ 
r0 "r^ / £ r0 
= 0 
1 
or 
(D.4) 
Using (D*4) i n the fo l lowing equa t ion we have 
92<£, / 2 j j 3$ , , i f £ e"^ 
(D®5) 
Using the method suggested in Seption II-O 
lim ^ 
l e t us mu l t i p ly (D»5) "by TQ and l e t r0~>c<?| t hen we get 
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9 A 2 o1 A1 
S nr "N -v* 
or 
(P/-\ = 0 ( rpj o»o J + Ap ir* s © © • J (© •• 1 J 
(D«6) 
The fo l lowing e q u a t i o n ( in £ ) i s 
, 3 2 ^ 2 \ ^ 2 $ 2 ^ 
2 1 W ^ 2 ^ $ 1 ^ o ] 
0 
r0 "rj^/ I c)r0 Dr1 d r2j~ 
(D .7 ) 
Because all the terms in (D®1) have appeared already it is 
expected that with this equation the description of <P0 
will be complete» 
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L e t t i n g r 0 - > c o i n (p»7)9 t he r e r e s u l t s 
0 = 0 
having used (D„6) f o r <3?
 Q i n (p»7)» 
Mul t ip ly ing by TQ and l e t t i n g TQ—>OO$ (D®7) 
becomes 
9 2 A P 
~ - A2 = Q (D#8) 
'Br1 
9 2$o 
provided? a) rn — — ^ — _>.0 as rn->co„ which is correct 
^
r0 
if _^_£_^0 as TQ->OO; and b) <$.,-—*• 0 as r0-^oe 
Condition b) does not follow from our method but condition 
a) does® As we commented at the end of Chapter II , this 
method is often incomplete® 
That <^1—>-0 as VQ->-oo does not follow from 
the second condition 
in (D«.3) (because this infinity is in the r^  scale) but 
from observing that ^(r^p-x*? )--**- 0 (see (D*6)) and 
elimination then of secularities 
li» $-1
 = 0(i) 
The solution therefore of (D»8) gives 
p.. -r1 
Ag = B1e + Bge 
Using then c o n d i t i o n <± Q(QO) = 0 and ^Q(O) = 
(D.6')» wi th (D«9) we get 
- ' / f t .v _-*, / > * * . ) „ - & $0=-(e" - i ) e s e - i e 
1 
It was observed in Appendix B that the B-l equati 
gives results very similar to those obtained from the f-p 
equation* While the similarity of the equations suggests 
that this should be so* several authors have recently used 
the B-l model for numerical computation of transport 
coefficients and confirmed this result* 
In the absence of a magnetic field? Spit^er wad 
Harm [52] computed the electric conductivity from the 
F-P equation* The result was given in the form ( (5* in 
this Appendix only is the conductivity )* 
where 
i s the conductivity of a Lorent^ plasma* The function 
^(Zs) was given numerically i i t varies between 
i n = 0.582 an* * > , = , . A very goc4 a^ee^t 
existed with the value obtained by means of the Ohapman*-
lasiog method in the Bolt^mann equation, If terms through 
the fourth a p p r o b a t i o n are retained [5g]« Edward and 
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r
 Sanderson \3BJ using the Green8s function method to solve 
3^ smaller than S p i t z e r ' s resu l t* Braun \t0\ solved the 
> B-L equation and found a correct ion fac tor to (l»1 ) of the 
form 
1 + 0,245 ( ^ n A r 1 J 
giving for a t yp ica l mJ\ = 0(10)9 a value about 2«5$ 
smaller than S p i t z e r ' s value# 
Itikawa [61] used a B-Z* corrected equation 
(following Aono and Kihara 's formulation [31]) and fouhd 
1,(1 ) = 0*574-
>E 
,
 +fk§H (/Ur1 -o (&Ar2 
He gave the correct ions in ( LA ) " 2 9 This expression 
gives about 4$ lees than Spitzar*s formula for in .A = 0(10)» 
Other t ranspor t coef f ic ien ts are given in [60], 
£61J and [31] » For ins tance , for the thermal conductivity» 
Braun gave a correct ion fac tor 
[t + 0,228 ( / n A r 1 
t o Spitzer*^ resu l t* Sundaresan and ¥u [62] and Rand and 
levinsky [£"3J obtained, for spec i f ic cases, correct ion 
fac tors for the thermal conductivi ty of about 1#06 and 0,97® 
In general a slight decrease appears to exist from the 
value given by the F-p equation for both a B~L and a 
B-Ii corrected equation* 
We shall use these results for the determination 
of the fluxes D-^ U.® and aoui used In Ghapter III* 
While D-jU is obtained from an integral equation* 
n|ut reduces to an integrations It will be performed 
here to illustrate a frequent cause for the similar 
results from the F-p and the B-L equations« 
The equation for the electrio conductivity is 
(see (3.55)) 
If B does not enter the collision prooess8 we have 
/w -e v <r 3 V 
and (B«1*) and using the Braun correction there results 
tfhere "?® = v® (J « 
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Changing to non-dimensional v$rip.tyles, we obtain 
4 U S 1 s ^ooA^A & A ) " 1 [1 + 0.245 ( / n A ) " 1 ] " 1 l l x 
M 
TT /2. /> 
A J . CX 2fo (E«2) 
This equation i s (3*56)* 
,e..e2 For n 2 u / we had (see (3*46b))? 
n - u - - = .i^t.^ ^_H / v d^ IX. jf*,vta e ,e e2 fi+ 1 Sao ^ J L + 
+ fe{ rre a> fS} + n X ^ . - * » 
5.3) 
She first two terms balance each other If 
collisions are local (from the"point of view of both 
inhomogeneities and external fields) because eleotroas do 
not gain average momentum from themselves® if B enters 
the collision prorvass, they are not localj however, it 
has been shown [6h1 that diffusion arising from lifce 
particles is a hi^aer-order.effect unlese the gradient 
scales are comparable to the I&rmor radius© Thus 
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Xi^-v \Jh *» 
ft+ 1 •iJ-r\ 
(2n) 
1 e '• <) / 
•* ° as J > 
-£ 
= i l ± > n® -__:, / v 4 ^ H ( v e ) L 7 
When ^ - < [
 f R~ fo r the F-P equa t ion t a k e s the form 
(from (2»1), (2«11), (B*2) and the d e f i n i t i o n of R i n 
Appendix B) i 
HL(v^ e ) = — 5 - ~ ^ 
a2 
MnA 
2 2.
 1 
ST 
-4 
\ ^ 2 - *£ 
2. -1 
(E*4) 
Using the identities 
J5 
and expressing the Lapis''-Ian*' «~s • *rrs in spherical 
Telocity coordinates (^ - vys Vg = v sin (cos* V )coscus 
?„ = T sin (cos" \) )
 x sinu>) the bracket in (E*4) becomes-
2 v3 £v 1 -v our J 
x sin uo e 
v sin (cos** V ) 
-ii 
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7 v3 
Ehereby we have 
- £_..
 y sin (oos"1V ) sin(Aj22s«»2icos^VJ_»j_ 
2V* 1 - V d 
= - Vi 
e e2 ( £+ 1 ) nQ ^n Q 2 * 
/* 2 e"^ 
" ; v v3 
(B*5) 
f-) "J- zi(N00ALA«n^) — J - e ^ 
Using now the B-I» equation* we have (from (2*1 ) s 
(2,11 ) and (B*5)^ 
(*) According to what we said at the end of Appendix B» 
the distribution function appearing in £,+ is Maxwellian 
when the collision term is linearized around equilibrium* 
1 65 
2 h, — 
|
 Hl(v? e ) = - j - ^ ~--y dk 
i 
-fc 
K v„ e 
2. 
To perform the integration over v« dv we must evaluate the 
integral 
Integrating first with resjreot to If by parts we get 
B a I /«* / a£ -" g...
JAJ£ JL. I „ ,. ,, « ^ ^ v ^ ^ 
dV /ear ^ J L i l i / - JC-V, f »•? e~'2 + k? a" /2 
!Phe first term within the bracket dots aot contribute to 
the integral beeauas of the product 
la the rsaaialag integral we intagratt agaia with. r®sps©t 
to f*» for a Hawallias distribution 
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Q, -eua J^ , *f* t ^ , « -
§ *ff^ fl Got ] 
1 - 2 j - B v e erf (g • v) + 
V2 fc . V „ U V + i TT 
IT "v J. ? 2 ( * ) 
so that i f S.JLI, - o? ^ + = k + Id: « Then to in teg ra te 
over "v we choose a spher ica l ve loc i ty coordinates system 
with ax is of azimuths p a r a l l e l to kf we have to do the 
.ITT -,+* f°° -V/ 
L . U s*v JL±lkM
 = J
"
 j< A ^ f r H c ) / 
oO 
Kierefore 3JCt 
We have cut the integral at k. 
iU3-3C 
J? *!. XXta* i nLt^ § 
(*) See "Statistical Mechanics of Charged Particles/' 
R* Balescu, Interscience* lew York* 1963* Chapter IIjE. 
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"HI ™ « 4TT
C 
<fa[(A)2 + l} +
 T F 
= -¥[^A(i-^_)+o(A- 2 ) ] 
ESt "J 
Thus we obtain 
^>\Xz il\ *f '^ilLA) ^ « : A 
(1 « -2^ 2 )
 = (n9ue )„ ^  x (1 - *^r) 
For en A = 0(10) the difference term J1 - 0«5( in A ) "J 
is about 5^ » 
The arbitrariness-, in k„B„ should also give 
errors of this order of magnitude® Using a B*L corrected 
equation due to Kihara and Aono (see the footnote on page 
15), Ititawa, Kihara and Aono'[3f] 
transverse diffusion soeffieient (for QL = TJ )» 
zA + 1 
AiA 
(3«6) 
where 1P = 0*78 »•« is Euler's oonstanti the appearanos 
of z* ie equivalent to the use of a refined Xn* Q^.9 
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a (E*5) in dimensional form differs from (E@6) only in the 
! factor multiplying ( in the bracket of (Ee6)a 
j Finally we should consider the variation appearing 
i in these coefficients from the presence of the magnetic 
I field if it affects the collision process® Belyaev [36J 
i and Gurevich and Flrsov [65) give for Dj_, ":rhen P <^ \^ 
Alb* 
wx 3 ['Bj ^ l2nM 
"* ' m_ / ^n "X 
"e / ce J 
(E.7) 
(In ^ 5 ] the thermal DeBroglie wavelength 
(2mekTe)^-
appeared instead of AT.? their approach Is quantum-mechanical^ 
necessary if T > 4x1Cr °Js)«-
It may be noted that Dj_ is not obtained by 
simple substitution of f for \~ in A s but there is 
an additional term which can be much larger than the first* 
Golant [66], Aliev and S&Lster [^ 7] a&d Sllln 
and Shister [SB] calculate D^ for different combinations 
of inequalities between AT, gpjr8 » A-Q> t
 e and c±> *ae 
first length seems to be relevant while A-^ is not* She 
case of interest here? when A T> •^ > %»$>* ^ s 
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te < AD < t i <1 Ai 5^ * jj* 
ffl 
The above authors give for t h i s ordering (if H— = 0(1 )J 
8 
^1 A L ce 
for the square bracket in (E®7)# 
for the conductivity along B no results are 
available for the case where B enters the collision 
operator» . 
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Appendix 1 
F1a The build-up of the potential 
It was found in Chapter III that nn w a, < 1 
e0 i0 
and X A ^ * 1 as zr^»„ At z« =: Os ?£Q = 0(1 K It Is of 
Interest to Icnow if the potential is built up in the z n 
ox in the z,-layerj l*e»j to know if ?iQ = 0(1) or ^ ^ 1 
as !2Q-^OO« If the last were the case* /\r\ could aciruany 
decrease from z* s 0 to zy-**^ or a potential well for 
electrons could exist near the probe® In both oases n Q 
could be 0(1 ) somewhere in the z, -layer and then in 
(3*66b) the oollision term would be not negligible* More-
over* if a well existed* the trapping effect on the ions 
could affect possibly the collection of the electrons® 
0?o study the field in zQ$ let us consider 
Poisson's equation in this layer, (3*24) 
d
 AQ _ / i ,-
 1 v 
let us assume for the moment that both ions and electrons 
are Haxwelllan in aQ» Then 
^ 0 &
 v -& 
~-—5~ a: ae - be (F02) 
where 
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i 
"b = HQ(ZQ = 0)e 
^P (F.3) 
' ^
o l
 = 2 ae^0 + 2 be"* + 2o (F.4) 
3zo 
where c is a oonstant (in sQ) of integration* Writing 
™°/z 
e = q. we obtain 
ft 
a 2 ^ ^ / 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ _ -
,+ + a. T + 5/ 
fixis is an elliptic integral of the first 3d.nd« The 
manner of reducing it to a canonical form depends on the 
roots of the denominator in the integrand® Both a and b 
are obviously positive, It is possible to show that o < 0t 
IS.J „ 4 -. ^  o and that the correct transformation should 
be 
where 
~ = sin r (ff»6) 
% 
t t •==- — — — * 
(F.7) 
2a — ^ S.4"^2"" 4&^J 
are the roots of the polynominal in (3?»5)» If we define 
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(¥®5) becomes 
% t».8) 
where F i s the e l l i p t i c i n t e g r a l of t h e f i r s t kind of 
modulus t» 
From (I1*8), F(3£sr)-*"<^ a s ZQ^CO9 Only fo r 
k = 1 i s P unbounded; t h e r e f o r e o^ = q_2 and from (F#7) 
c = «- 2(ab) 
Use of this expression in (P*4) Imposes a certain slope at 
ZQ = 0 in function of the densities at the probe* 
Moreover F( <,r)->oO only for "£-»"?£• fhereby 
from (J1* 6) 
Urn "=r$»^l ssf-U = K U = k
 r- g ) 
z0^ .oo M - V - Z C / la./ yn-tlz-o «b-*oot3p,9; 
Thus if the ratio of densities at the probe is large 
enough, ^(ZQ-**00) is large and calculable according to 
It is possible to verify In (J1* 2) and (F»4) 
that the value of Pu given in (f«9) satisfies both 
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&1 *»\ *™^» © O 
ao 
B2C 
2 ~>.oo 
= 0 
The function P(1 ,x) has a simple form 
Ihus from (F»8) we obtain 
^LLJ.^Ule**^^ -(fitk) 
'A 
4 + ^"W'^o 
( f .10) 
X*<uvXi V» si? AAiAVJ j 
3& 
32*(j ~ 2 . b e — a £ I (F^ 11) 
id*:*© 
Therefore 
Now for £k > 1 , 
gofe^j 
s_ , = 0 by symmetry. 
l a . / 
H 
(1.12) 
But t i l ls i s a l so the value a t zQ-*-©o (see (P*9))* l a 
faot, by using (B1.12) in (F.10), thar 
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Tills means that for %>, >* 1 there is no build up of the 
The assumption of both ions and electrons being 
Maxwellian in ZQ is acceptable for |?K > 1 (the electrons 
i • ^ • 
! certainly are % the ions would be if the build up were in 
j ZQ)® The above result for jSK ->• 1 is* qualitatively at 
.' leasts valid* However for^fL. <• 1 the Maxwellian assumption 
is strongly incorrect because the probe is absorbing; the 
ions* which are attracted(#) are Indeed very far from 
being Maxwellian• 
If the ions are assumed Maxwellian at ZQ-*"~PO, 
with the adequate cut-off to" take into account the 
)\ absorption on the probef it can be found that no build-up 
is possible* This result does not depend on th© functional 
i form of £Q as ZQ->*°O but on the "absorptivehess" of the 
probe and the attraction of ions to it| then the conser-
vation of flux in ZQ requires 
(*) We are considering values of A„ to the left of the 
value for which the overshooting disappears* 
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and the faot that all ions travel toward the probe in zQ 
i doee not allow n« to grow as ZQ~*- 0 so as to build up 
the field* 
i The faot, then, that n« cannot grow as required 
from ZQ-SS-OO to zQ = 0 (essentially because An-^ R a&a 
thus there is conservation of z-flux in z^) eliminates 
the possibility of XQ being large as ZQ-^OO* In the 
following z-soale, there is a ^ -flux of ions (but not 
of electrons because they'are inhibited in their transverse 
motion) and this allows the increase in nQ to build up 
the potential* The extension of,the Debye layer where 
quasineutrality has not t© be satisfied has been dlseussed 
An XX Q v V U j L » W A 4 4a ela*l» J* 0 
F2* The ^.-gradients (3 < K) 
It was stated in Chapter III that as z^--*> ®o the 
strong gradients around jp«. = 1 have been smoothed* The 
basle reason is that, because of these large gradients, 
the £-£lux is very large there and its variation with )S 
is also large because the ,5-flux is not large at either 
fr-*»-oo or JTV-^+POU <J E )• Ihen a large variation in 
z-flux is possible through,the continuity equation® She 
sudden ^ump in z-flux at zQ = 0 is allowed therefore to 
decrease, as z increases, much faster than that for other 
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values of £»•. 
to determine unless a simultaneous analysis is made of the 
^.-region in z1 for the ions* However? it should he 
pointed out that in (3»39)« where —-*?*~*~— appears and 
0 OJ 
which allows the determination of ap^-g * the l imi t g.—>-oo 
had been taken* In the z , - l a y e r there i s an add i t iona l 
term 
Because A 
i s noted t h a t t h i s term gives a tig -contr ibution* In 
effect (3«40) would he of the form 
where A i s the r ight-hand side of (3*4-0)» The complete 
form for n®u|2 i s A | n g u | 2 , = - / A v u d ^ - ^ o ) f v^ j v z A " + 
"*" ^ z "fv* f11^ "^ 0 j i n d ^ ail<1 ^ l i 3 second term i s 
different from zero* The order of magnitude of t h i s 
^ - f lux i s (T dj = - r£- * the same as tha t produced "by 
co l l i s ions (see (3«46a))„ hut t h i s only in the ^ - r e g i o n * 
In a £,-region (T should be changed in to a* = J& 
i f 3 < K * Then the cont inui ty equation would require 
i 
i 
, I Sj (-4f.) J - (
 A ) <r 
Lj 
or 
5? =*<T +* 
L j = cr" a 4 **• ft 
lor ce not much smaller than A^s the gradients in the 
\j. and t scales disappear as z^-^oO^. An analysis of 
the ^-region* with 3 ^  K ean be made for z 2 and 
agreement is found with this result* 
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